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Holland City News.
YOL. XYI.-NO.

HOLLAND,

39.

HOLLAND CITY NEWS.

MICH.,

The Allegan Record, which scorns to
use the patent “insides” or ‘,boileru

SATURDAY, OCTOBER

WHOLE

29, 1887.

NO.

792.

I weather station at Grand Haven as fiftyThe valuation of our personalproperty
on Monday. We are in' four miles per hour. Fortunately very and real estate is $020,000 which would
formed that they have sold over six hun- few vessels were out in the Lake from make the rate of taxation this ysar 2.43^
dred mills during the past summer.
ports in this section or great damage cents per $1 divided as follows:
might have been the result. The sea ran State Tax ...................
.0019

aturday and Sunday last. They returned

to their labors

Term* of Snbseription
plates, has doubled its circulation since
$1.60 ptr year if paid in advance; $1.76 if
its first issue in June last.
paid at three month*, and $2.00 if
paid at rix month*.
The managers of De Hope will enlarge
During the high prevailingwind
, .
,
Hates of advertising made known on application.
Countv Tax ....................... 00182
Yearly advertisera have the privilege of three that journal to a five column quarto/and
... Sunday afternoon .n alarm of Are
^
“
‘
City Tax .......................... 00951
changes.
Notices of Births,Marriages, and Deaths pub- for the purpose of completing the am|nge startledour citizen, from their
,pCC “cle ,0 i00*
School Tax ....................... 01108
___
j
the 8hore- Tlie schooner D. A. Wells
lished wltbont charge for subscribers.
will issue no paper next
I
quiet and reet. The alariB waa GtUMd by Clme
[or
(rom the
ET'All advertising bills collectableQuarterly.
.02426
The Muskegon Weekly Chronicle came
n fh.
“r
°r
8lorra
ber head je.r off comFrom
these figures it will be seen that
box in the rear of the Germ.nl. Honae.
(ll0lllrbor ghe
‘nchored o(r
to us this week changed in size to a six
the school tax is nearly one-half of our
column quarto. The Chronicle is one of . he Cre
Pr»n>P‘'yo» Van Dyke'. Mill on the north aide of the taxation.The high rate is caused by
the best weeklies in Western Michigan.
Beats
All.
'
Wedn..d.y. The steamer Mac

_

week.
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8,6
the paying for a portion of the High
-atawa, “laid up" at Anderson's ship yard, School building which is now in course of
The New Home Sewing Machine beats
The regular meeting of the Woman’s
them all. It has the honor of being the
An item is going the rounds of the state broke loose from her moorings and drifted erection. The amount of this payment is
best machine at each and every fair we Christian TemperanceUnion will be held iress to the effect that “Grand Haven is aground near Post’s old dock where she
$1,084.45, and on referring to our issue of
have had here. When you buy get the at the residenceof Mrs. Charles Scott
to have a toboggan slide on a big scale.” remained until Monday, when she was
August 27, in which the Board of EducaNew Home, which is the best.
next Thursday afternoon at three o’clock.
That is nothing, Holland is to have a aide- hauled off and made fast again at the ship tion published their annual statement, a
Meyer, Brouwer & Co.,
SO
Agents for Holland and vicinity.
It. E. Wkbkman has “tied up’’ the walk on the west side of mrket yard. The gale was more severe than the sufficient reason will be seen for the
scow “Forrest”at Port Sherman for oim- street and there is no scale about iL4i\er. one known as the “Alpena storm” which spreading of this payment on the tax-roll
Cloth, Felt and Silk Hats, in all the
It is funny though that some men can’t occurred a few days over seven years ago. for this year. The present rate of tax Ii
new leading shapes and colors. A full aging his barge “Great Eastern” tA the
line of Hat Trimmings, Plain, Moire and amount of $100, at Grand Haven rdcenVly. see the beauty of a sidewalk unless there
the highest ever paid in Holland City,
Glace in Plush, Velvets and Bilks. Also
s a big “scale”— for
0f the Pacific.
with but one exception,and that was three
a complete line of Plumes, Tips, Fancy
The members of Star of Bethlehem
yean
ago when the rate was 2.54 cents
Feathers and Ornaments. We also carry
Gill. Lamoreux, and John Holmes,
On Tuesday evening last the audience
Chapter, 0. E. 8., are requested to meet
per $1. The next year the rate was 1.80,
a floe assortment of Fancy Goods, Kid
Hie Dispatch, all of Fennville, took in the room of the First Church was comfortsGloves, and Astracban and Fur Cloak in Masonic Hall next Thursday evening
and last year the rate was 2.17. With
Trimmings. Our line of Cloaks is for the election of officers for the ensuing city last Monday. Mr. L. made some bly well filled by those who came to Re- all our necessary improvements,our
purchasesbefore going south for the win- ten to the lecture on the Hawaiian 1*
complete.
year.
growth and prosperity, and the high
L. & B. Van den Beroe & Co.
ter, while John purchased a pair of mil- lands by their former townsman, Rev. E.
The many friends of Chris Hanson are tens, a woolen shirt, and a pound of C. Oggel, who has spent the past two taxes, there are some people who still
First-Class.
pleased to see him out again after his “corn meal," and after he attends the years at Honolulu. All who attended can’t see the necessity of enlarging our
If you want a first-class piano buy the
serious Illness which has kept him con- next “railroad meeting,” will crawl into were fully well repaid, for from beginning city limits.
0. A. Smith & Co. of Meyer, Brouwer &
Co. They are pronounced by judges as a fined to the house the greater part of this his nest and remain until spring.
to end, the lectureabounded with InterestMore Burglaries.
first-classinstrument and we sell them at past summer.
ing informationsuch as only a carefu
Last
week
Friday
as
John
Gezon,
.
“
very reasonable
8G-4t
„
ana intellectual observer and travellerlike
The crisp and frosty night of last TuesThe Grand Rspids Telegram-Ibrcdd says brand Rapids, a brother of Mrs. Wm.
n .
XT*** Pniinn tut
...
_
Mr.
Ogg el la capable of giving. Hetook day was not suggestiveof, nor was it
that “the law office of Markey &'Diekcma Van Fatten of this place, was getting
,,
‘
ITEMS.
« - i „ „i!
j >
> lhem
the Golden Gate of Ban thought by most of people, to be a very
is the cosiest place in town.” It/must be
trom a street car, he slipped and fell
.
. Franciscoover the two thousand and one appropriate time for the crime which the
that this law office is the reporters* favor- fractured his skull. On Monday he
... „
“
CHURCH ITEMS.
early following morning proved bad been
ite loafingplace.
and
on
Wedne.day
was
Ocean
to.be
Hope Reformed Church:— Services at
commuted. As most of our business men
Gezon was a resident of Grand Rapids for
\ f ,U:
10:80 a. m. and 7:80 p.
Sunday
There has been considerable conwere hurrying to their places of business
8
School at 12 m. Young People’s meeting troversy over the grade of Seventh street a cumber of years sod was engaged in
last Wednesday morning they were
^
at 0:30 p.
Rev. Thomas Walker during the past week. The outcome of it business there. He was well aed
greeted with the startlingIntelligencethat
ably known to a large number of people 0"*
°f tlle Is,a”d t0,lh6 a'
Jones, pastor. Subjects: Morning, “Reall, however, is that the grade will remain
the store of A. Steketee had been broken
quisite for fruitful service;” Evening, Rev.
iu thl. section who will regret bis uu“Dd.
as
originally
established.
Into, the safe “cracked" and rifled of Its
E. C. Oggel will preach on “Christian
timely aud sudden
“ ,9, b ‘D« kone °' ‘h8„ra08t'B,por,8n‘
Work on the Hawaiian Islands." Conevents that happened there. From the contents,and the goods in the store
With our rapid growth and prosperity
gregational singing. Opening anthems
One of the most auspicious events that lauding Mr. Oggel carried bis listeners thrown topsy-turvyand a considerable
by the choir. Praise and prayer meeting the tact that the limits of our city syoulc
quantity taken. On reparlng to the
Thursday at7:80 p. m. All are welcome. be enlarged is ever staring our peoAe io has occurredlately lo the history of this trough the streets of the city, describing
place was the starting of the machinery, tb® buildings, nubile and private, and burglarized store we found the reMethodist E. Church:— Services
the face. This matter should have Been
and teat of the engine, of the
of the wonderful verdure that port to be only too true. The “featlve
10:80 a. m. and 7:80 p.
Sunday
attended to at the last session of the
School at 12 m. Prayer meeting ThursAgricultural Works on last Thursday ,urroUD(le(1lbem- The lilaodi were prin- gentry" had knocked the rear baseday evening at 7:30. Subjects:Morn- Legislature.
afternoon. There were quite a number c*Pa^y inhabited, ho said, by the native, ment door off iti hinges with a small
. ing, “Justification by faith;” Evening,
The long winter evenings for indoor of citizens preaent to witness the event, *ltbonRb foreign countries were well sledge hammer and had completely
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Werkman

m.

“The valley of dry bones.” AJl are welpleasuresare coming, when the wise, The test of the engine consisted liMealng reprewnWid,more particularly Japan, demolished the door leading from the
come and the seats aro free.
Y. M. C. A.— Meetings every Tuesday noble and good mother pays little at- what degree of economy could be ob* China, Portugal, England, and America, cellar to the atore thus gaining admlaevening at 7:80 o’clock. Rooms: Over tention to the gossipy circle but makes tained in steam and fuel, and how, the The commercial industries were almost lion. The safe, which stood on the out
Jonkman & Dykema’s Clothing Store. home more congenial for her boy than do engine run while all the machinery In the entirely carried on by foreignerswhile the side of the building, ii*i common De*
Subject for next meeting, Acts 2, 18-87.
the rowdy atreete.
factory was being used. The test was nltive8 devo,ed tM* time to tilling the trolt Safe, which the burglars had easy
work gettlDg into. They drilled a hole
Old winter is now heard approaching An oyster supper will be given at the highly satisfactoryto Mr. Werkman and ,{,n aDd fl8bln«-Although situated Id
near the combination and with a punch
around the corner

of your houses.

residenceof

frosty

-

been the order during the

to the spectators.In our next issue

Elferdink on

Order your turkey. The

President has

good time

is

Last Saturday William Hogao, a
receiving

goods almost daily for the holiday trade.

Two new

houses, near railroad depot,

are for rent at reasonable
of J. O.

terms.

Inquire

Post

Rumor

says that R. E.

Werkman

has

sold the Phoenix Planing Mill to a gentle-

man from Bad Axe, Mich.
The pew-rentsof Hope Church for
last

quarter of the year are

now

the

being

paid at the store of Mr. Herold.

Rev. D. Brokx,
Church

of the

of this city,

Third Reformed

has received

a call to

the church at Cedar Grove, Wis.

dent,— for five years—

Look well to your chimneys, and

to

careful.

The MichiganAgitator is the name of a
new newspaper venture published iu
Grand Rapids, apparentlyin the liquor
interests.

Never Id the history of Holland City
has ready made clothing been sold so
cheap as it is now at the store of jonkman
& Dykema.,
Kev. E. C. Oggel
,

will

resi-

of the

Saturday, eveuing. Reserved seats

can be procuredat
on next
Breyman.

where you throw hot ashes at this season

You cannot be too

preach in Hope

the

jewelry store

of

interest.

a

of graveling the road which

continuationof Market street is pro

greasing finely

and rapidly. The funds

Remember the entertaiumeutat the
Opera House next Tuesday evening.
be presented, is the satisfaction of assisting in a really good cause.
reading room

is

A

free public

of incalculable benefit to

the city, and its existence will soon

improvement.

reality.

The

be

a

AgriculturalSociety of Allegan

• We noticed I. H. Lamoreux and F. L.
Supeivlsorsfor Boater, who have been engaged in Belling
an appropriationof $300. 'The request the Vindicator Fanning Mill in Northern

was

not granted.

which

efforts

have bo far proved ffultleaa.

Tuesday afternoon Mr. Sieketee was accosted by

two men who

aaked

him a few
seemed

frivolousquestioui and apparently
to be

much

interested in hia atore. After

be connected them with the
crime by varioua little hint! they had
the burglary

dropped during

their

coDveraatlonand at

ooce lent a description of the two strang-

ft*

—

UllJU
t

Brownell, in Scribner’s Magazin

dark hair cut abort, greeniih Chinchilla

the
Mistaken Eloquence.

Bret Harte.
>art*

overcoat, oldish derby hat.”

A

new

Recltstion— "The

necessary have all been subscribed for the

County asked Us Board

of

Y. W.C.A.
In a country debating sociot’ brace and a red handled iledge were left
d as
Impersonation—ltTbe Fourth of July at Janea.....
............
..
....tools
.....
....
'elar Kansas, a few years ago, the bui on
this country affords,and he thinks he has
the |floor
near the safe,
the
which
Joslah Allen's Wife.
got him in his “Sea Shell,” Guess he
Y. W.C.A.

Aside from the interesting programme to

The work

bolts

goods. As soon as possible step*
were taken to apprehend the burglar*

adically different intellectual outf
about 5 ft. 0 or 7 in., weight about 160
s intensely unsympathetic.
IF
Ibi., dark complexioned, dark muatache,

PABTII.

Musicrille."
MusicRaven,"

plush cloaks, silk mufflers, and
velvet

have, of courae, our uns sandy mustache, sores on the left side of
mental man, bat he differs essenl bis nose, sandy hair cut short, well
rom the Frenchman. He is prac dressed, black Chinchilla overcoat, derby
iragmatical — his enemies are inc hat, brown suit with red stripes. The
o odd, Pharisaical. To anv one other man ts about 27 years old, height

Anon

Letter,"

with them some $000 worth of dress allka,

We

MalicMusic—

will be “Christian work on the Hawaiian

Islands. The discoursewill be full o

86

be devoted towards completing the furn- RecitsUon—"Kate Shellej," Eugene Hall
Reading— "Bprlng House Cleaning," Anon.
ishing of the new public reading rooms.
Y. W. C. A
Recitation— “The Pilot1! Storr," W. D. Howells
Last Monday J. J. Littlejohn, of Mill
Impersonation—"Katrina’s Visit to New York."

Impersonation—"Her

for valuable goods which Iheyielected
with admirable judgement, taking away

OM^nnd^ripen.'isnlrely^the^tndi The following 1. a deicrlptionof the men
business”— where, in a word, ev for whoie apprehensionand conviction »
hing in the moral sphere app reward of $100 la offered : “On* man
terribly dynamic, the American tbout 80 year* old, about 5 ft. 7 or 9 in.
evitably feels himself aomewha; t|]]) wejgbt about 160 l0 lfl0 ,b| ^ lb|Dt

the Young Women’s Christian Association to be given next Tuesday evening
Miss Bessie Thew, of Allegan, will at the Opera House by the talentedelogive a public reading at the Opera House cutionist, Miss Bessie Thew, and the
next Thursday eAeuiug, Nov. lit, under young ladies of this place, is as follows :
the auspices of the Young Women’s
PiET i.
Y. W.C.A.
Christian Association.The proceed! will

Grove, and Becretary of the Allegan
Driving Association, called on us at our
tanctum. Mr. Littlejohn says that his
“Day Dream” is to own the best “hoss"

tents of the safe they raniackedthe store

ers to every town in this part Of the state.

The programme of the entertainmentof

O.

Church next Sunday evening. His theme has.

is

ell*

dienoe.

Thursday and Friday, Nov. 3rd and 4th.

of the year.

said that the

Werkman.

will deliver his orders

for fruit trees, vines, shrubs, etc.,

*be tr°P‘CB» tbe 8P®*ker

a description of

Jackson pastor of one of the city churches rather
tiful. Mr. Oggel’a graphic description of
prison, but formerly of this county, at- took to task some of the attending firemen
ais visit to Kllauea and Manna Loa,
tempted to make bis escape but got for leaving the service and responding to
the largest active volcano In the world,
caught at it and is now wearing a ball the alarm. We recall lo mind a Sabbath,
was listened to with close attention
and chain at his work.
a little over sixteen years ago, whed, it
as was also the account of the leper colwas said by our neighbors, that regardless ony. In conclusion be recommendedthat
Miss Hattie Werkman returned last
of the fact that the fire bell was ringing,
touristsin search of a charming climate
'hursday evening from a visit to Hull,
services In the churches continued add
and grand acenery and bridal parties
owa. She stopped at Chicago on her reworshipers retained their pews with ap- about to make a tour should by all means
turn and purchased a large stock of fall
parent unconcern.The charge was in- go to the Sandwich or Hawaiian Islands,
and winter goods for the millinery store
dignantly denied, and we don’t want to let
of the Misses
" *- ‘ .
As a whole we pronounce the lecture the
occasion arise for a revival of those same
most interesting that it baa been our
The first minstrel show that has visited stories, .©£ for the manufacture of new
privilegeto listen to in a long while and
lolland in the past year or two will be ones of like cliuracter.Complaint* of this
we know that the same favorable imthe World’s Minstrels, who will give one nature on the part Wacj pastor we think
pression seemed to prevail among the au
of their entertainments at the Opera House very ill advised.
this,

Geo. H. Soutkr

endeavor to give

readers.

promised.

issued his Thanksgiving proclamation.

Jeweler O. Breyman is

we

the mate 7,88 temperate rather than tropica) had knocked the “dog” of the lock off
entire machinery of the factory and such 8nd cou'd Dot be C(lU8*ed In the world, which made It but an easy matter to
other facts as may be of it 'crest to our Tbere were do extremes of heat or cold, the slide the bolts. A few blows with the
| extreme being ninety degrees, while the ledge and the small chest containing
diurnal ri^ngo was about twelve degrees. about $80 lu cash and some notea and valWhen the fire alarm sounded last Sun- It was almost perpetualsummer and the uable papers were at their disposal.After
day afternoonwe are informed that the
islands were continually fertile and beau- obtaioing what they wanted of the con-

shall

mornings yve Wednesdayevening, November 2, for the
benefitof the Methodist Church . A corpast week.A
dial invitationis extended to all aud a
•

-

Cold and very

Mr. John

of

Michigan since last spring, in the city on

Edgar A. Poe.
Reading— "Tom’s Little Star," Fanny Foster.
Impersonation—"Miss Edith entertains her Bister’s Bean," Arranged by Mrs. Bigelow, from
Bret Harte.

eloquent, describing the beautiepaafsebsp, at well as lay claim to as
some of man's creations,and grdgrcat a distinctionIn the criminal world
ically described Niagara Falls U, the “hamlet on the hill.”
Mammoth Cave. He painted in gll The 8flme gybing of the “Steketee
ingterma the falling waters of
the store of Elzlnga & Co., of
The Storm.
and the hanging stalactitesof the Zeeland, shoe dealeri, was entered and
Last Sunday was one of the most unond. Some of his hearers thought gaie opened, but the burglars did not
old man had forgotten which side ccure anythingfor their trouble, as they
pleasant days of the year so far. During
was on, bnt this fear was quickly me scared away before the job waa comthe forenoon and until about 1 o’clock
sipated by his saying: “And n deted. Many think the same men worked
p. m. a cold and disagreeablerain prewhat built the Mammoth Cave ptb jobs, but that can hardly be, as great
vailed, after which the wind arose and
Niagara Falla? Did Nature do it? ^111 was displayedon the Sieketee safe
rirl Money and the .lull of mu m»hlle the one at Zeel.nd wa. » bungling
blew a perfect gale from the southwest.
and must have been the work of
The velocity of the wind at this time was Lunt I them.”— Defroif Free Press,
novices. The question is now: “Who
given by the officer in charge of
8
will be the next victim
.

the

_

i

-

-

^ob

the-

m
MM,

‘Mi

'Wj

CURRENT
^ollimd ^itj Items.

EVENTS.*1

EAST.
The failureis announced of Woodman,
True A Co., jobbers in dry goods at Portland, Me., with liabilitiesof $350,000.

HOLLAND CITY, MICHIGAN.

THE NEWS GRIST.

WEST.

Near Monon, Ind., a child of Joseph
Important Happenings in Every Cleary was tom to death by a shepherd
Quarter of the Civildog. The littlefellow was caressing the
animal, which suddenly sprang at his
ised Globe.
throat

and

killed him before help could

arrive.

The Very Latest

Intelligence

Michael Mires, employed at one of
the Brier Hill furnaces, Youngstown,
Ohio, was making some repairs on a chimney when a puff of goes stupefied him. and
he fell into the fire, being roasted to death

Flashed Over the Telegraphic Wires.

LATEST DISPATCHES.

hurt, and three or four probably sustained crowds at the stationin Washington,and it
fatal injuries. The disasterwas caused by is nothing uncomplimentaryto tbe people
a defectiveswitch.
whom the Presidenthas visited to say that
The Mayor of Tampa, Florida, has sent eveiyone of the touristswas glad of it.

ferers from yellow fever in that city.

STATUE OF LINCOLN.

York, and 35

A dispatch from Delphi,
the following account of

to play in

Ind., gives

a ghastly lynch-

the fatal spot was reached Green liftedhis head
and calmly said : “I hope you are not going to

burn me. You have come out here to murder
me, and are going to do it, but do it like oivilhave assigned. Liabilities and assets about
ized men." After a short consultationamong
a
$20,000.
the leaders the spokesman said?" “Shall
hang him or burn him?" “Hang
Horace Wedster A Co., the insolvent
him!" “Burn him I" was the response,
wholesale liquor dealersof New York, Chi- bat the sentiment appeared in favor of
the rope. “All who are in favor of the rope say
cago, and Philadelphia,owe $705,730. aye." There was a loud chorus of ayes, and
quicker
than it takes to tell it a hemp rope was
Their assets are valued at $250,000.
produced and a hangman'snoose made and
placed about the doomed man's neck. His arms
were closely pinned to his body. The order was
INTERSTATE_COMMERCE.
then given to move to a small uutternnt tree a
More Complaints Against the Standard Oil few feet away. A limb extended out and
afforded a natural scaffold. A young man
Company.
grabbed the end of the rope and with the agility
A Washington telegram says: Three of a squirrel pulled himself up to the limb seabout twenty feet from the ground.
more complaints from George Rice of lected,
Quickly the rope was thrown over the limb and
Marietta, Ohio, against the Standard Oil the end grasped by a score of hands. A wagon
was drawn under the tree and the fated man
Company have been received by the Inter- assisted In. The horses gave a lurch forward
state Commerce Commission, making thirand Amer Green was suspended between earth
teen in all. The commission bad no hear- and sky. Ho never moved a muscle after he
ing to-day. To-morrow it will hear argu- fell It was thought his neck was broken. As
his body swung into spaco all was quiet, and in
ments respecting the liabilities of express
companies under the interstate com-

mercial associationsof Boston, antagonizing the project of the Boston Chamber of
Commerce, which claims that the practice
of allowing an export rebate on shipments from the West via Boston to foreign ports is an unjust discriminaiion
against local consumers,and seeks to have
the practice stopped. The communication, while favoring a revision of rates,
declares that any cnange compelling the
export trade to pay more for shipments
by way of Boston than by way of New
York would min Boston’s export trade.

is

Socialists at Berne,

Switzerland,

has also made
will allow the

THl iTATOl UJfTXILID.
this magnificentwork of art. He sought to
embody in tbe figure tbe dignity and nobleness
of the President’scharacter. His parity of
artisticfeeling made him scorn any accessories
to

incongruous or inconsistent. Simple, lofty,
strong, kind, but plain, honest, rugged Lincoln—
this was the ideal of the work. That it is faithfully effectuatedin bronze all who have seen
the statue affirm. The figure of the great War
President, which is eleven feet In height,
stands jnst a little to the front and left of a
chair of state. The idea meant to be conveyed

concessions

which

Italians to carry
out their policy. It is farther intimated that England, which has great influence with him, has been instrumental in
preparing tbe way for peace between the
Abyssiniansand Italians in retarn for
Italy’s promised support of Prince Ferdinand’s claims upon the Bulgarian sovereignty. The new situation of affairs is
also significantin connection with the report that Austria and Germany ore urging
England to come into the alliance, which
would make a quadrupleunion of immense

by the sculptor is that ho has jnst arisen to receive a delegation which has waited upon him.
The left leg is advanced,the weichtof the body
resting mainlv on the right, while the head is
thrown forwarda little, bringing Lincoln's stoop strength.
into prominence. The right arm is held at full
Excavations in Jerusalem have relength behind his back, while the left arm Is
thrown across his chest, the fingers grasping sulted in the discovery of remains of the
the lapel of the long, old-fashionedfrock coat

_

WASHINGTON.

STREWN WITH WRECKS.

•'kA
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_
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.

> TERROR1ZEDBY

Texas.
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84

ST.
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>

iEST
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WAGONS

<

AND

ft

BUGGIES.

^WEATHER.

^J’latform, Combination

0

&

Express Wagons,

;

that itrnck this section last night sent the
thermometerdown to six above zero. Red
River was frozen so that persons cross on
the ice. Oldest settlers do not remember a season when it froze over so early.”

Maaon

t,

City (Iowa) special: “The

2

2

2

first

continuously throughoutthe entire day. In
the morning it was accompaniedby a heavy
wind. The ground is frozen several inches,
and it ends the plowing for this year.
Farmers are well prepared and protected
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the winter." A Gaylord (Mich.) dispatch says: "A terrific snowstorm has been
raging here for two days, and the now ia
now eight inches deep.” A Waupaca
(Wis.) dispatch says snow fell there to the
depth of six inches.
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DETROIT.
word was conveyed to the defendBeef Cattle ....................8.50 0 4 50
To which I invite the attention of all who desire
counsel, and the clerk of the Hoos .............................4.00 " 4.75
.ifihtand durable wagons.
was instructedto notify Attor- Sheep ...........................4.00 0 5.00
jtaneral Hunt, in order that he may at- Wheat-No. 1 White ...........77 0 .77)4
The general opinion among lawyers Cobn— No. .......................44 0 .45
I desire also to call the attention of all owners of
“/a st horses in thie vicinityto the fact that 'I have is that the case, as presented by Gen. Oats-No. 2 White ................ 34 & .34)4
CINCINNATI.
J-LU procuredthe ttsslstauccof one of the best horser for tbe condemned, is a weak one; Wheat— No.j2 Red ................ 73)40 .74)4
boers In the west and am now able to do the
Cobn-No. .......................43)40 -US
finest possible work in that line, both with steel as presented it was wrapped np in a
or !ron shoes eitherof band or machine make. I t deal of language that will be easily Oats-No. ....... ............... 28 0 .29
13.25 013.75
believe that all should patronize home trade when ped off, and that the only point really POBK-Mess ......................
Live
....................... 4.00 0 4.75
they can be as well served, and I wonld ask that
3 decided is as to tbe constitutionality
BUFFALO.
Wheat-No IHard .............. 84?40 .85)4
re Illinois jury law.”
Cobn-No. 2 Yellow .............. 48 0 .40
resident Cleveland and party Cattle ..........................4.6J 0 5.50
I also manufacture
bed Washington on Sunday, the 23d Hoos .............................100 0 5.00
INDIANAPOLIS.
The Presidentexpressed himself as Beef Cattle ....................4.00 0 5.00
HOOS .............................4.25 0 4.75
^ily glad to get home, though as heartSheep ......... ................. 8.50 0 4.90
Jfe
and have them constantly on band.
lad that he went away. During the Wheat-No. 2 Bed ...........
.72 0 .73
Coen ..............................40 0 .40)4
weeks of his journey he traveled OATS-Mixed.
.28 0 .27
LIBERTY.
Highest price paid for all •five hundred miles, passed through CATTLE-PrimeEAST
.................
150
0 5.00
teen States— crossing three of them
Fair ...................
'100 0 150
kinds of Purs.
—and saw and was seen by several
Common .............. 8.50 0 100
ms of American citizens. There were Hoos .............................150 0 6.00
A
bands, no committeemen, no bUEEP e eat •#••••« # a9t9 4*00 4,30
i

Monday night, registered 15 degrees below
zero. Four inches of snow had fallen.
Forgo (Dak.) special : “The cold wave
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Hollahd, Mich. Jan. 18.:
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Notable Figure.

the dramatist, is

STATUE TO

Iorer

Many Times Congressman— A

to

which. Lincoln usually wore. The expression ancient town wall and the position of the
A special from Des Moines, Iowa, says: is thoughtful and what may strike many as gates of the town daring the lifetime of
melancholy.The chair from which the Presi“The little city of Maxwell, about twenty- dent is supposed to have risen is of large size, the Savior.
with a rounded back, and is highly ornamentea
five miles northeast of here, was lost evenGEN. MEADE.
with carvings of oak loaves, pine cones, and
ing the scene of a bloody tragedy. Perry palms. On the b&ck is an eagle with outA Philadelphia dispatch of WednesAckers, a worthless fellow,without provo- stretched pinions.
day says that—
cation or warning, walked into Mayor J.
Id tUe presenceof a largo concourse of peoO. French’s office and shot him, the balple, among whom were numbered many of
let enteringhis cheek. Ackers went up
Philadelphia'!
most prominent citizensand
In order to expedite matters, JusticeHardistinguishedpublic men of the State and nathe street flourishinghis revolver,and, entering the meat market of S. B. Schmetzer, lan, of the United States Supreme Court, tion, the bronze equestrian statue of General
George Gordon Meade, erected in lab-mount
shot him in the neck, the ball passing down on Friday, Oot. 21, refused to consider the Fork, was unveiledwith appropriate pomp and
into the shoulder. He then went ont in application for a writ of error in the an- ceremony. A grand military p&rado, which
search of J. W. Maxwell, who saw the archist case alone, bnt directed counsel to proved one of the most Imposingdemonstrations
Lake Shipping Has Suffered Terribly by the
desperado in time to escape. Passing along bring the matter before the entire bench. of the kind ever given in this eity, formed at
Recent Severe Storm.
he drew his revolver on other citizens, and The applicationwas thereforemade in open
The storm that raged on the lakes on then as a fitting climax of the tragedy shot court by General Pryor, who stated the
Saturday, Sunday, and Monday, says a himself dead. Mayor French died within points upon which he relied to show that
Chicago special,caused some serious and an boor of the shooting. Mr. Schmetzer’s the case involved Federal questions.
wound, though serious,is not fatal. The
After reciting brieflythe history of the case,
many minor disasters. Word comes from
cause of the deed is unknown, but it is Gen. Pryor said he wonld call the attention of
Sand Beach, Mich., of the wreck of the
the
court to only two points which he relied
probable that the fellow'sdrnnken habits
barges Dolphin and Morris, and a dispatch
to show that the case at the bar presented
had brought him before the Mayor on oc- upon
Federal questions, and that such questions emfrom Cleveland states that the schooner
this court to take jurisdiction of it,
Each Chandler is broken in two casions and that incited revenge. Tbe powered
Mayor was a prominent basiness man and and to grant the writ of error prayed for. The
bar off Noble Station, ten
first of these points related to the jury
highly esteemed.”
miles east of thit city.
large
by which the prisoners were tried. The
Elihu
B.
Washburne,
ex-Minister
to
Legislatureof the State of Illinois passed in
vessel foundered near Port Dalhonsie,
March, 1874— that is, after the adoption of the
Ontario, and five persons were lost. The France, died of congestion of the heart at
fourteenth amendment to the Constitution—a
propeller Delaware was driven ashore the residence of his son in Chicago. He law to regulate and govern the itnpauelment of
Juries in the State courts. By virtue of that
law a jury for the trial of a criminalcase might
be made np in part, at least,of jurors who bad
land. The schooner George Sherman , was Bidden and painless,
formed on opfonionwith regard to the gnilt or
went to pieces off Marquette, Mich. The j From the report of Governor Church, of Innocenceof the persons accused— jurors who
.choonerJameaF. Jo, sunk in 100 feet of Dakota, it appear, that during the laet air were partial and even prejudiced men. Tbe
STATUS or OKX. II IADS.
law mode it possibleto put iu the jury box
water, off Ashtabula, Ohio. Numerous
....
.
.
men who had formed an opinion as to the Broad and Spring Garden streets and marched
other craft were driven eehore by the Ire- JearB
»crea of land prisoner's guilt which could not bs ret j the monmnent in tho park where tbe unveilmendons force of the gale, and many of in the Territory have been entered. The moved except by strong evidence. This, he be- ing ceremonies took place. Tho memorial,
them will prove total wrecks. The losses population is estimated at 56H,477, the in- lieved, hod been done in the case under con- which takes tho shape of a bronze equestrian
crease during the last year being (56,000. sideration, and the petition asserts that this statue, la tho work of the sculptor Calder. It
will reach into the millions.
and the effectgiven to it iu the courts is of heroic size, and is mounted cm a pedestal
There is a general feeling thronghont tbe statute
below had deprived them of their rights and of rough granite, about twenty feet in Ueight,
Territory in favor of admission to State- was about to deprive them of their lives with- The statue represents General Meade reining
BANDITS.
hood, but a differenceof opinion upon the out the “due process of law guaranteed by the in bis horse sharply on the slope of a hill,
Federal Constitution."The Chief Justice while, hat In band, he is returning a salnte.
Mexican Desperadoes Raiding Border Towns ' subject of division.
remarked that the only question for The design is a spirited one, and the likeness
in
I The report comes from Hillsboro, 111., this court was whetner the statute is striking.
constitutional.If the Court erred
A Rio Grande City (Texas) dispatch that, owing to the protracteddrought of was
in its administration
of the statuto that was a
MARKET REPORTS.
says: “Starr County, along the border of last summer, the honey product of that sec- question for the State courts. Gon. Pryor replied
that
the
action
oi the State court was the
NEW YORK.
Mexico, is in a state of terror. Mexican tion, which is usually large, will amount to
action of the State. If the statute was admin- Cattle ...........................
8 4.60 & 6.60
bandits ride in gangs through the streets nothing,
istered unfairly it was a State action, and that Hons ............................4.75 tf-6.25
brought it within tho jurisdiction of this court. Wheat-No. 1 White ...... .... ,tf7 9 .88J*
of this and other neighboringtowns at
Mr. Pryor's second point was that the petiNO. ailed ...............
.86
SOUTH.
night, and the officers of the law dare not
tionershad been compelled in the trial court Corftf-No. 2 ....... ................ 62 & .54
•bow themselves. Saturday a party of
bo witnesses against themselves. Snmo Oats— White ......................85 id .40
Wheeling (W. Va.) dispatch: “In Roane to
bandits e.ime to town and mailed two letof them were on tbe stand, and in »ptto Pom— New Moss ................14.60 <416.00
of
tbe protosts of their counsel they
CHICAGO.
ters at the postoffice,one to Manuel County, West Virginia, Jake Coon and
wore compelled to submit to aufinroBtraiued Cattle— Choice to Prime Steers 5.00 & 5.23
Guerra, of Roma, and the other to Senor , Robert Duff were identified as having par- cross-examination
and to criminatethemselves.
Good ...................4.00 & 4.60
Compelling a man to tqetffy against himself is
Common ............... 2.76 & 3.60
not due process of, law. Furthermore, after Hoas— ShippingGrades ..........4.(0 0 4.75
Flou»- Winter Wheat .......... 8.75 0 4.25
Wheat— No. 2 lied Winter ....... 71)4 d .72)4
Cobn— No. 2 .......................40 0 .40)4
£om.“dim
!
videuce, and these letters,got without due Oats— No. 2 ....................... 25 0 .83
its of law. were used against them. When B otteb— Choice Creamery ....... 24 0 ,28
appealed to for protection,but thus far no
. Manufactures
and sells the
objection was raised it was overruledand
Fine Dairy ............. 17 0 .20
response has been received. The United . ivn,
:coption was token.
Chbesk— Full Cream, new ....... 11 & .11%
States cavalry located at Ringgold bar- *:nc
Fresh ...................... 18 & .18Washington special of Sunday says: Eoos—
racks, near here, are of no service, because
Potatoes—Choice,per bn ....... 83 i« .75
) Supreme Court met yesterday afterPoM-Mess .....................18.50 014.25
of the official red tape necessary to move t<at1
MILWAUKEE.
troops from tbe barracks on short notice. I B*at^
in consnitation, and took np the opWheat— Cash. .................... 70 & .71
Before the order from headquarterscould
tion made yesterday by the connsel of Corn — No. 3 ....................... 39 & .40
arrive the town might be sacked and the nof j
Oats— No. 2 White ................ 28 0 .28)4
ondemned anarchists. The oonsnlta- Rye— No. 1 ........................ 50 0 .51
bandits safe in Mexico. Stage traveling in ou*ia
was not a long one, bnt the agreement Pork— Mess .....................13.50 014.25
this section is at present dangerous.”
LOUIS.
reaohed that the earliestmoment at Wheat-No. 2 Red8T.
............... 71)40 .72)4
I have recentlycommenced the manufactureof
h the appeal could be argned wonld be Cobn— Mixed ..................... 4O>40 .41
WINTER
.25
-sday next That will afford the State OATS-Cash ....................... 24
13.00 013.50
Snow In the Northwest— Eight Inches In
to send its representativeshere to be PoM-Mess ......................
TOLEDO.
Mlehigan— Six Degrees Below Zero In Mon)red to answer the arguments of Wheat— Cash ....................
78 0 .77
tana-Ked Elver Frozen Over at Fargo.
rs. butler, Pryor, Black and Tucker. Cobn -May ........................43«40 .44*4
Oats -No. 2 White ..... .......... 28 0 .22
>on as the court had reached its deThe thermometer at Billings,M. T., on

on a

The Friend of Lincoln and Grant-

He was

adopted resolutionsprotestingagainst the
execution of the Chicago anarchists.
Foreign dipatchesstate that one of the
first fruits of Italy’s recent alliancewith
Germany and Austria is her firm footingon
the Red Sea littoral at Massowah, contiguous to Abyssinia. France has withdrawn
her oppositionto the Italian colonization
projects,and the tribes who have been besieging Massowah have proclaimed their
friendliness.King John of Abyssinia

we

then taken down by tbe Coroner and prepared
for burial A telegram received from the
mother asked that it be held subject to her order. The lynchingis justified by public sentiment, and but few condemn it.

France.

Conflicts between the police and unemployed workingmenare of daily occurrence in London.

and mills are located at Tecnmseh, Mich.,

merce law. A communication has
been received by the commission
signed in behalf of fourteen com-

Eliira B.

~FOREIGNr~

will never forget the hasty examination of the

ber Company, capital$50,000, whose yards

next season, and

Bartley Campbell,

huge fires were burning in the woods. There
wore three hundred people in the crowd,
the members of the mob being masked.
Here Amer Green expiated his crime,
Those who gathered around the blazing fires

doomed man, his words, his actions, his cool
and calm demeanor. In a few minutes after

Coal and

-Chicago of Hon.

rapidlyrecovering his health.

mob

Lum-

The Michigan and Ohio

New York

receive for his services $4,000.
given $1,000 in advance.

a horrible death early Saturday mornint; at the
bauds of a
The procession that left
this city with the doomed man headed for
Walnut Grove, ten milea southeast, where two

bay, assigned to 0. Flanders, of this place.
The liabilities'are estimated at $400,000.
The firm claims that it can pay all it owes
and have $100,000 left.”

at

Washburne, Ex-Minister to

Hon. E. B. Wasbbame, ex-Minister to
France, and a conspieuons figure in recent
American history, is dead. He passed
away at the residence of his son in Chicago, on Saturday, Oct 22. He had been
ill for several weeks, bat was thought to
be on the road to rapid recovery, and his
years old. He devotedthree years there.
death was a surprise to the community.
Elmer Foster, the heavy batter of the He got np in the morning, as usual, and
Minneapolis Base- Ball Club, has signed dressed himself, and while he was being

Bood A Maxwell, of Washburn,Wlfl., Fail— ing at that place:
Liabilities Place i at $ My MO-Other BusiThe abduction and murder of Lnella
Mabbitt h&s been avenued.Amer Oreen dlod
ness Troubles.
A Bayfield (Wig.) dispatch says: “The
lumber firm of Rood A Maxwell, of Washburn, the heaviest firm on this side of the

Death

GENERAL.

The finest product of American scu'ptnre
The chief signal officerhas carried ont
yet achieved has become an ornament of his intention of stationing an indications
Chicago. Says a special from that city:
officer at St. Paul, Minn. By this arrangeThe colossal bronxe statue of Abraham Lin- ment the Northwest will be warned of comcoln, by Augustas Salnt-Gaudens, the fore- ing cold waves from two to five hours earmost of Americansoniptors, was unveilsd at lier than nnder the old system. The new
LincolnPark, on Saturday, the 21et lust., in the
presence of a vast concourse of people. The arrangementwent into effect on the 20th.
veil was withdrawnby Abraham Lincoln, son
Extensive sugar-canefields in the disof Hon. Robert T. Lincoln, and Hon. Leonard
Swett. tbe distinguishedlawyer and a life-long trict of Roquil, Cuba, have been submerged
friend of the great emancipator,delivered the
oration. Mr. Saiut-G&udensis a native of New by springs which have snddenly appeared

immediately.

FALL OF A LUMBER FIRM.

After breakfastthe Presidentand Mrs.
Cleveland drove ont to their ooontry home
at Oak View, where they spent the day.

oat an appeal for aid in behalf of the suf-

A BUSY LIFE ENDED.
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shaved by the barber who attended at the
house he complainedof feeling a pain in
Us heart, which he described as a cutting

_

pain. The barber and Mr. Washbnme’a
body servant lifted him to the bed and
bathed his feet, and after sitting there
awhile he said he felt all right sgain,
and then laid down. Borne hoars afterward he got up to get a drink of water.
Mrs. Washburne, nearing him moving
about, went to his room, and he was almost
immediatelyattacked by the acute pain in
his heart His body sextant led him to the
bed, and on iving down he turned over on
his side, and in a few minutes expired.
The only member of the family present
woe Mrs. Hempstead Washburne, who was
holding his hand when he died. Mr.
Hempstead Washburne was at his office
down town, and was at once summoned

home

by telephone.

Elihn B. Washburne was bom at Livermore, Oxford County, Me., in September,
1816. He entered the office of the Christian Inteiftpencerat Gardner, Me., in June,
1833. He afterward studied law, was admitted to the bar, went West and located
at Galena, 111., in 1810. Being a Whig he
did good electioneeringwork for his party
daring the Harrison campaign and was a
delegate to the Whig national convention
which nominated Henry Clay in 1844.
Mr. Washburn was a member of the National Whig Convention which nominated
General Scott in 1852, and the same year
was elected to Congress through the support of the Free-soilers. He was re-elected
in 1854 by a majority of 5,000. He continned to represent the districtterm after
term, his majority in 1860 rising to 13,511.
Mr. Washburne acted as Chairman of the
Committee on Commerce in the Congress
of 1862, and later became Chairman of the

Committee on Appropriations.He occua conspicuous position in the coandla
of the nation daring the troublousyears
of the rebellion. After repeated reelectionshe at length became the “father
of the honse,” and as such swore in as
Speaker Schnyler Colfax and James G.
Blaine. He was the opponent of every
pied

kind of jobbery, receivingfor his vigilance
the sobriquet of “the watchdogof the treasury.” Mr. Washburne was a stanch personal and political friend and supporter of
Abraham Lincoln. He was also one of
Gen. Grant’s earliestand best patrons.
Being Congressman of Grant’s district, he
used his influence at every step of Grant's
career to secure the latter’s promotion.It
was chiefly through his efforts that Grant
was made a Lieutenant-General
and afterward General of (he armies of the United

States. Mr. Washburne was an opponent
of the practice of making grants of the
public lands to railroad companies, and
frequently voted against extravagant appropriations for public buildings. He was
chairman of tbe committee of the whole
which discussedthe impeachment of Andrew. Johnson, and brought in the first
postal-telegraphbill. The establishment
of national cemeteries was also largely due
to his efforts.

Mr. Washburne was appointed Secretary
of State by President Grant in 1869, and
‘
0 ----which he had
rears. After
____________ ... ____ _ 1th compelled
him to resign. President Grant offered
him the French mission, which he accepted. The Franoo-Prnssianwar shortly afterward broke out, and the delicatequestions of diplomacy and international law
that arose taxed his abilities to the utmost.
He succeeded in securing from the Foreign
Department of France protection and safe
conduct out of that empire for all Germans
who felt it dangerous to remain. When
the Commune raised its banner in

Mr. Washburne was the only
foreign Minister who stuck to his
post, and the foreigners of every nation
Paris,

looked to him alone tor protection. He remained in Paris daring all the oarnage that
followed in the wake of the Commune, and
made a strong bnt ineffectual effort to save
the life of Archbishop Darboy. He received the thanks and recognition of nearly
every nation for his services to their subjects during tbe dark days of the siege of
Paris. Shortly after the war the order of
the Red Eagle was conferred on him by
the Emperor of Germany, who also presented him with his portrait in oil and a
letter expressing the warmest affectionand
regard.

After President Hayes’ election Mr.
Washburne expressed a desire to resign,
and soon returnedto his native country,
making his home in Chicago. He received
44 votes for President in the Republican
National Convention in 1880. The same
year he withdrew altogether from political
life and devoted his leisureto literary pursuits. "fe=;::;=====^=^

“Reinaert de Vos," or “Reynard the
Fox," a satirical poem, written about
1250 by William Van Utenhoven, a
priest of Aerdenburg, was for centuries the most popular work ever written.

It

was

translated into

many

lan-

TT-

BEM1KI8CEHC£S OF PUBLIC MEN*
BY BEN: PERL El POORE.

Prince Albert, when be attended a
ball given at tbe Masonic Temple hero
in bis honor by Sir Edward Thornton,
on the night of January 27, 1870, was
a slender yonng man, attired in

a

uniform. This ^consisted of

fatigue

a dark

blue, or nearly black, tight-fittingsack
coat, closely fitting the form, doublebreasted,and buttoned to the throat,

trimmed with heavy black braid and

Making a Lens.

Legare’s, and while that gentleman
was speaking the entire delegation
from Kentucky closed around him.
When Mr. Legare sat down Mr. Hawes
took the floor. At that moment the
crowd began to disperse, and the Kentucky delegation moved off, leaving
vacant seats for Mr. Hawes to address.
He spoke but a moment or two before
he began to falter and to reel, and
ho then fell senseless on his desk. He
was instantly removed, medical aid was
called, and by timely interposition he
was restored. He never attempted to
speak again, and declined a re-election
at the close of his term.

ths Sultan of Zinzithe prospects of trade for the Royal Niger
Company. Burton, the discoverer of
Lake Tanganyika, has made a comfortable fortune by the sale of his books.

MICHIGAN AFFA1B&

for coal fields in

On a

table in Alvan Clark’s manufactory, at Cambridge,was the finished
Pulkova lens, which weighed 450
pounds, and consisted of two lenses
each thirty inches in diameter. Generally these lenses are made to accurately fit, and are joined together
with Canada balsam, but in such large
glasses as the Pulkova and the Lick,
they are fitted in a metal frame with
an adjustment, so that they can be
mode to approach each other, or otherwise. If a single lense were ufied, the
object inspected would be fringed with
various artificialcolors and other defects due to spherical aberration ; but
Caught by Apaches.
by the simple artifice of using two
"What was the closest place you were kinds of glass these defects ore cured
ever in, in your frontier experience?” to a great extent and a nearly perfect
was the conundrum fired at Capt. Jack image is secured.
Crawford, “The Poet Scout."
When the evening was sufficiently
The scout ran his fingers through his advanced the great Pulkova glass was
long hair, reflected a few moments and placed in its temporary fittingin the

bar’s dominions and to study

—A

lodge of the Royal Arcanum will be

instituted at

Mancelona.

—Jackson Assembly Hall is well decPrejevalsky's brilliant honors orated with 700 pieces of painting.
is his promotion to a generalship in the
—Fred A. Baker, of Detroit, says the new
Russian army, and Greely ho* been ad- liquor law, which went into effect Sept. 27,
vanced from lieutenant t* brigadier is unconstitutionaland void.
general and manages the signal- service
—Chicken thieves have been getting in
bureau.— New York Sun.
their work near Vicksburg. Over $100
Origin of Yarlons Phrases.
worth have been stolen recently.

Among

frogs, pantaloons tightly cut, of the
A painstaking effort to trace the —The Jackson Cituen says the average
same color, with broad braid stripe
descent of many words and phrases in church attendance on Sunday is larger in
on the sides, and patent-leatherboots.
common use unfolds an interesting field
Jackson than any city of the size in the
Aeross his breast ho wore a brilliant
of researches,and this notwithstanding
West.
star studded with jewela A miniature
the fact that several works, dealing in
cartridge box was slung across bis
a more or less exhaustivemanner with
—The W. R. C. has elected Mrs. Emma
shoulder, and in his band he carried a
the subject, have been published. It A Hampton, of Detroit,Nationt.1Presilittle cap, closely resembling that worn
would almost seem, however, that the dent. Mrs. Cora Day Young is the senior
by the union soldieryduring the Reauthors of these books have frequently Vice President
bellion. He also wore a plain steelmissed their mark by aiming too high ;
—The State Board of Agriculture has
sheathed sword. He was very unos- replied :
garden. There was no moon, and the or, in other words, that they have often
“Well, PH tell you, but you mustn’t darkness was intense. The glass selected words or sayings which are not rejectedall bids for the erection of a new
tentatiousin his appearance,and
presented a marked contrast to the give it away in p)rint. It occurred in
a by any means common.
building at the Agricultural College, none
brilliant uniforms and elaboratedisplay 1886 when Geronimo was on the war- four-wheel hand truck, and lifted into
Those who have devoted attentionto coming within the appropriation, and will
of gold lace and embroideryby which path with his murderous Apaches. I the tube by five men, and fixed by re- the pedigree of familiar terms will
readvertise.
he was surrounded, as worn’ by the for- was out deer hunting near a range of volving it in the screw fitting.The scarcely dispute the above assertion;
—Gov. Luce has appointed W. H. Mateign ministers and secretaries of lega- mountains west of my homo, and about tube was forty-five feet long, and for the philosophical antiquary will
noon unsaddled my horse on a mesa, or weighed, with the attending fittings, often in vain consult the dictionaries in Uson, of Ionia, and A. O. Hyde, of Martions.
He opened the ball with Mrs, Grant, piece of high table land, and after about seven tons. Two piles of brick- question concerning the origin of such shall, additional delegates to the Farmers’
who wore a crimson velvet dress, with picketing the animal out in the grass work supported the whole. There was expressions, for instance, as “to cut and National Congress at Chicago, Nov. 10.
a long train, low neck and short sleeves, sat down to eat some cold lunch from no clock-work movement, and the run,” “to take him down a peg,” “to
—The people of Lansing have been notrimmed with white satin and point my saddle pocket. After finishing the roughest apparatus was employed; the set the Thames on fire,” or the like.
lace. He also danced with Mrs. Thorn- lunch, I concluded to let the horse telescope was raised, and moved by a And he will have but a slightly greater tified that they must raise a bonus of $50,ton, the wife of the British Minister, graze for a while, and leisurely strolled guide rope, the motion of an equatorial success in the case of numerous words, 000 to keep the wagon works from being
who wore a low-necked dress of white out on a long arm of the mesa, the sides movement being imitated by using a such as “queer” (which is sufficiently removed to Grand Rapids. The amount
silk, with long train, and an overskirt of which were very precipitous—a sort common windlass.As the motion of familiar); the term “jerked,” as applied will probably be raised.
of light blue silk, trimmed with white of perpendicular wall extending for the earth caused the object to pass to beef, or the name “John Dory,” at—Dogs killed four fine sheep for James
point lace. He waltzed with Mrs. Le fully 500 feet to the plain below.
across the field of the telescopethe ob- tached to a well-known denizen of the
"I
stood
there
gazing
from
the
giddy
Jackson,
of Comstock Township, KalamaStrange, of the British Legation, a
server gave the order “follow,” when a deep. As the whole subject of origin
height
for
several
minutes,
nnd,
then
zoo
County,
wounded soven, and drove
charming brunette, who was dressed
slight turn of the windlass kept the is curious, we mav as well begin by an
in white muslin trimmed with white looked up. Imagine the uneasy feeling object in view. Such were the rough examination of the histofy of “queer.” twelve others away, probably into the river,
which crept along my spine when I saw
satin.
appliances used to test this $60,000
De Quincy was a high authority on where they were drowned. One dog was
It was said the next day that some of a row of at least thirty savages between lens.
etymology. He was also, beyond doubt, shot.
the young army officers took him after me and my horse. There I was utterly
The planets had all sot, and I had to “queer, ” and we have to thank him for
—Mrs. Mary Linskey leaped into the
the ball to see the sights of “Washing- unable to defend myself, my rifle and be satisfiedwith a view of a fixed star, placing on record the strange circumpistols back with my saddle, a great
river
at Detroit recently and rescued a
ton by gaslight*
which is an excellentobject for testing stances connected with the birth of that
Charles Sumner first visited Wash- precipice on three sides of me and that the optical properties of lens, but very expressive word. These were briefly drowning child. A dozen men stood on
ington early in 1834, and was in at- band of Indians in front. To jump uninterestingotherwise, as the largest as follows : Quin, the celebrated actor, the wharf and witnessed the brave act
tendance at the Federal metropolis for over the cliff would be certain death; telescope can make little impression on while engaged os manager of a theater and then slunk away before tbe heroic
a month. The names of some of those to rush upon the Indians unarmed and i fixed star; no disk can be seen, merely in Lincoln’s Inn Fields, one night
who then figured in debates at the single-handed equally as certain in re- i speck of light. The star selected wagered a nobleman £100 that next woman was assisted to the shore by the
captain of a tug.
Capitol have come down to us as having sult; and if I remained where I stood was a small one, and barely visible as morning a new word would be in everyit
would
bo
only
a
matter
of
a
few
filled importantplaces in our public
—It is estimated that from $600 to $600
pale, minute object. On looking at body’s mouth. The wager was accepted,
history. The impassioned, fascinating moments before they would advance it with this magnificent instrument its it being clearly bargained that the a month is sent out of Jackson to purchase
eloquence of Cloy, the close reasoning and kill me.
wonderful light-gatheringpowers were word would be a brand new one. So tickets in the LouisianaState Lottery. Of
“I never was worse scared in my life.
of Calhoun, the ponderous arguments
it once evident, for the star shone with when Mr. Rich’s theater closed that this amount about one-half is sent through
of Webster, the mellifluoussentences My blood seemed to freeze in my veins, the luster and brilliancy of an electric evening, Mr. Quin called together all
the Jackson agent and the other half
of Preston, and the profound mental and my long hair stood up like a ship’s light. It was an object which brought the “supers” and other inferior stage
through the postoffioe. Many Jackson lamasts.
To
me
it
seemed
there
was
powers of Silas Wright made a strong
cut all the imperfections of the glass, hands. Giving earih a large piece of
impression upon the young law absolutelyno escape from sure and ter- and to the eyes of Mr. Clark and his chalk ho desired them to go through dies buy tickets every month.
student. But he was not favorably im- rible death.
*ong many were evident, and, it was all the principal streets of London and
—Jackson partieshave been prospecting
“I observed that the Indians were jaid, two months’ work was necessary write in very legible characters on the
pressed by what ho saw of political
for coal at Grand Ledge on lands leased
life. Writing to his father just prior to holding a discussion among themselves, to correct them. During the trial the “sidewalks” the word “Queer. ” On the
by them last fall and have struck what
his departure for Boston, he said: and soon saw them drawing lots. I at lens was lowered and five men revolved following morning, of course, people
“Calhoun has given notice to-day that once divined their purpose. They hod the glass in its fitting. On its being were amazed, and the expression was they claim is the best quality ever found
he will speak to-morrow on Mr. Web- discoveredthat I was entirely unarmed, placed in position again one of the literally in every one’s mouth. Knots in tbe State. They will sink a shaft at
ster’s bank bill I shall probably hoar and were drawing lots to see which one sons was about to make another test, of persons gathered here and there to once for mining purposes. The vein is
him, and he will bo the last man I should advance and dispatch me with a when the old man shouted: “Wait, discuss the matter, and Quin won the about sixty feet below the surface and
shall ever hear speak in Washington. knife. The lot fell on a stalwart war- boys, let her cool.”
wager, leaving us a legacy in the shape heavy.
I probably shall never come here rior with a hideously painted face, and
I was curious to know what this of “queer.”— A/i the Year Round.
—The new Toledo, Ann Arbor and
again. I have little or no desire to with a long knife in his hand ho ad- could mean, and Alvan Clark explained
Northern
Michigan shops at Owosso are to
vanced
toward
me.
come again in any capacity. Nothing
I that the correction was so delicate that French Sense and American Sentiment
“If
ever
man
made
good
time
in
reelcomprise
a round-house, with stalls for
that I have seen of politics has made
the heat from the hands of the five
There are a dozen points of reciprocme look upon them with any feeling ing off a prayer, I did just then. I men holding the metal case of the ob- ity between Frenchmen and ourselves thirty-five engines, a machine-shop coverother than loathing. The more I see think I must have beat the record by ject would change the correction, so it
which do not exist between us and the ing 80x200 feet, and other large buildings
of them the more I love law, which, I several points. I thought I knew that I
had to “cool”— Exchange.
rest of the Latin race. Indeed, from for blacksmith-shops,wood-shops, founfeel, will give me an honorable liveli- must die, but just when I was about to
our excessively industrial point of view, dry, point-shop, store sheds, general
give up in despair a cold calmness came
hood.”
Marriage in Annum.
it seems os if it were only since 1870 offices, etc.
One of the first duels fought at over me, and I resolved that the fiend
that the Italians had belonged to the
Marriage
settlements
and
dowries
are
Washington was the result of an angry should not murder me without a strug—After fifteen years’ freedom Albert
not recognized on account of the diffi- modern world at all— that world* of
discussion in the House of Representa- gle. When he got near me I sprang
culties that might arise in case the which, from the same point of view, wo Frazer was recaptured by the Jackson
tives between Mr. Gardiner, a dashing upon him with the ferocity of a tiger,
marriage is dissolved. According to are the present light and the future prison authoritiesrecently and returned to
young Federalist of the Hamilton and we were soon engaged in a desAnnamite custom the woman should hope. Yet I do not doubt that nine out Jackson. Frazer was sent up for criminal
school, and Mr. Campbell, a Demo- perate hand-to-handstruggle. The
not bear the charges of marriage, be- of every ten traveling Americans find
crat A challenge- ensued, and the savage band stood quietly enjoying the cause she takes the name of her hus- the Italians most sympathetic, and that assaultin 1861, but May 8, 1872, escaped.
sport,
for
they
knew
I
hod
no
weapon.
only magistrateat the National Capital
He will make a legal fight now for liberty,
those who cross the Pyrenees get a
“During the struggle I observed to band and associates herself with him in
at that time was Samuel Harrison
as
he claims they cannot now confine him
order to perpetuate his family, not for more cordial feeling for the Spaniards.
Smith, then the young editor of the my horror that wo were nearing the
the sake of her own. It is just for Jhe The reason is that the moral atmos- in prison, as his sentence was fifteen years
National Intelligencer.He was called edge of the cliff, and almost before I
husband, in his own personal interest, phere south of the Pyrenees and the from date, and that time has expired.
on to arrest the belligerents, and he could realize it the savage grasped mo
to furnish all that she and her children Alps is saturatedwith sentiment. As,
promptly repaired to the boarding- by my long hair, bent mo backward
—President Angell, of tbe University,
may need; yet, according to another journeying northward, one passes into
and
over
we
went
down,
down
to
cerhouse, kept by three kind-hearted old
has
been selected by PresidentCleveland
custom frequentlyfollowed, the suitor the vine-clad prairie of Languedoc, or
maids, the Misses Finegan, whore Gar- tain death on the rocks below!”
whose
character is not well known, into the rose- decked arbor of Provence, as a member of the commission to act with
“And you fell on top of the Indian
diner messed. The mess received Mr.
should make several visits to the family one exchanges the deep Iberian tone the Secretory of State in the negotiation
Smith very politely, nnd some of the and escaped?"
and intense color, and the soft sweet- for a settlement with Great Britain of the
“No; the Indian fell on top of me. of his affianced so as to submit himself
members told him that they would,
to a kind of testing,often very severe, ness and suave grace which but gather disputes growing out of the questions conwith
fingers
still
locked
in
my
hair,
and
with groat pleasure, give bail for the
which shall permit his value and the substance without changing character nected with the rights of the United States
peaceful conduct of Gardiner within over and over we rolled, clear across
amount of his knowledge to be rated. in their crescendo from Naples to
the limits of the district Mr. Smith, the room.”
fishermen in the territorial waters of CanaThis stage of the negotiations some- Turin, for a flood of bright light and
“The
room!”
however, insisted that he must bind
clear freshnessthat fall somewhat chill da and Newfoundland.
“Yes; the bed-room. You see, it was times lasts for several years.
Gardiner over to keep the peace within
Marriage is usually contractedby in- on American relaxation.One exchanges
—The most self-sacrificingeditor in
the United States. They said they an ugly dream, and in my desperation
clination, without money considera- the air of sentimental expansion for
this State is J. T. Roriok, of the Bad Axo
would convince him that his jurisdic- I had grabbed ray wife and she retalitions entering into the matter. The that of mental exhilaration, and only
tion did not extend beyond the District ated by entwining her fingers in my
Democrat. He refrainsfrom printing ths
family is regarded as a moral union, when some definite work is to be done
of Columbia; and of all earthly things hair. In our desperate strugglewe
and not as
business association. do we, in general, enjoy external brac- details of a murder trial because it would
the learned and long argument was rolled out of bed, and after I awoke my
Hence it is common to see a wealthy fam- ing of this sort. And in France, whore get people so well posted that it would be
most to Mr. Smith’s taste. He went wife held on with her death-like grip
ily allied with a poor one. It is con- industry, sobriety, measure, good-sense, impossible to procure a sufficientlyignofor his authorities, and, bringing in his until I explained. Then we both
sidered that when a man marries a girl hold remorselessly unremittentsway, rant jury for a forgery case which is to
books, prepared for a set-to in good laughed until the echoes stirred up the
earnest Mr. Bayard, of Delaware, whole Rio Grande valley, forgave each without fortune but wisely brought up, where the chronic state of mind seems follow, and which will deal with about the
she will be easily touched by the care he to him keyed up to the emergency
same evidence as the murder case.
undertook to reason Mr. Smith out of other and went back to bed. That was
will take of her and be obedient to his standard, where no one is idle in
his premises, and spoke at great the most desperate fight in which I
—While clearingout a drain on his
authority. Then it is not right to exact Lamb’s sense, where day-dreams are
length. Meanwhile Mr. Gardiner and ever took a hand, but I have been in far
a dowry from a girl whose education unknown and pleasure is an action place, near Lexington, J. H. Thompson
his second slipped out, took a carriage, more dangerous ones.”
already imposed
her rather than a state, where “merely to discovered a bed of limestone rock. Mr.
went to the designated ground, fought
John Adams to His Wife.
parents large sacrifices of time and bask and ripen,” is rarely “the student’s Thompson took out perhaps a cord. It is
the duel, in which Mr. Gardiner was
John Adams, in one of his letters to money, and who has, moreover, aban- business”— where, in a word, every- in layers of five or six inches in thickness,
wounded, and returned to the house,
his wife, made these remarks concern- doned her family name to take that of thing in the moral sphere appears
where they found Messrs. Bayard and
and from one and one-halfto two feet in
ing woman’s larger destiny and duties: a stranger; so there is no dowry. The terribly dynamic, the American inSmith still busily engaged in the case.
“Your mother had a clear and pene- parents give their daughter what they evitably feels himself somewhat at width, and two and one-half to four feet
Mr. Smith acknowledged that he had
in length. Ho has not yet developed it
trating understandingand a profound please, without the young man being sea.
been foiled, and paid for a bowl of
judgment, as well as an honest, a allowed to claim or
sufficiently to know the extent of the dostipulate
We
have,
of
course,
our
unsenti--------- for anypunch.
friendly, and a charitable heart. There thing. Sometimes they require him to mental man, bat he differs essentiallv posit.
Richard Hawes, a lawyer of very is one thing, however, which you will make coisiderablepresents, which will from the Frenchman. He is practical,
handsome talents, made his appearance forgive me if I hint it to you. Let me be the property of the wife. It must
—It has been decided by the Circuit
pragmatical— his enemies are inclined
in the House of Representativesas a ask you rather if you are not of my
Court
for the county of Lenawee that it is
not be supposed that the conditionof to add, Pharisaical. To anv one of a
Representative from Kentucky at the opinion? Were not her talents and
lawful
to hug a girl if the girl is willing. A
wives is the same in Annam as in radically different intellectual outfit he
opening of the extra session of 1837, virtues too much confined to private,
Chino. The six ceremonies of mar- is intensely unsympathetic. — W. C. certain school teacher brought suit for
and remained a silent member until social,and domestic life? My opinion
riage are, it is true, nearly the same Brownell,in Scribner’s Magazine.
damages against a couple of fellows bethe month of June, 1838. As the of the duties of religion and morality
in
both countries; but, while the
cause he heard they reportedthat he had
session was rapidly drawing to a close, comprehendsa very extensive connecMistaken Eloquence.
Chinese wife has to keep to her aparthis
arm around a girl. The Court decided
Mr. Hawes, who possessed all the tion with society at largo and tbe great
ments, the Annamite wife is treated as
In a country debating society in
modesty that belongs to genius, real- interests of the public. Does not
that a report of that kind did a min no
the equal of her husband.—Popular Kansas, a few years ago, the subject
ized much embarrassment with refer- natural morality and, much more,
harm; that if he really did hug the girl ho
Science Monthly.
of debate was as to the relative beauties
ence to a speech which he wished to Christianbenevolence,make it our inof the works of Art and the works of committedno offense; and that be had no
deliver for the purpose of having some- dispensable duty to endeavor to serve
How Successful Exploring Fays.
Nature. One old gentleman waxed right to kick if the lady didn’t
thing to send under his frank to his our fellow-creaturesto the utmost of
It pays to be a successful explorer. eloquent, describing the beauties of
*
—An east-boundpasseuger train on the
our power, in promoting and supportDay after day, and week after week, ing those great political systems and An offer of $50,000 has been made to some of man’s creations,and graph- Wabash, with a large number of passengers
Stanley to write a book when he comes ically describedNiagara Falls and
he delayed speaking, out of sheer diffi- general regulations upon which the
aboard, had a narrow escape from destrucdence. At last, however, he made up happiness of multitudes depends? The home describing his latest travehL Mammoth Gave. He painted in glowProbably
no
English
platform
speaker
ing terms the falling waters of the first tion recently. Just before the long bridge
his mind to speak, and by courtesy of benevolence,charity,capacity, and inmembers a day was set apart for nim. dustry, which, exerted in private life, can make more money than Stanley in and the hanging stalactitesof the sec- near North Morenci was reached the eogi-'
By agreement Mr. U. S. Legare, of would make a family, a parish, or a the American lecture field. H. H. ond. Borne of his hearers thought the neer saw that the structure wao on fire, and
South Carolina, who was one of the town happy, employed upon a larger Johnston, the explorer of Kilmanjaro old man had forgotten which side he succeeded in stopping his train. A number
most eloquent men of the times, was scale and in support of the great prin- and the upper Congo, has just been ap- was on, but this fear was quickly dis- of road men who were on the tratn* extinassigned the floor on the day desig- ciples of virtue and freedom of political pointed,at 28 years of age, British sipated by his saying: “And now, guished the flames and repaired the bridge,,
Consul at Zanzibar, where he gets a What built the Mammoth Cave and
nated, and Mr. Hawes was to follow regulations,might secure whole nabig salary. Joseph Thomson has made Niagara Falls? Did Nature do it? No, and after a delay of two hoars the train
him.
tions and generations from misery, a competencyout of his books, and has sir 1 Money and the skill of man made proceeded. It is believed that a deliberate
Mr. Hawes’ seat was close to Mr. want, apd contempt*
attempt was made to wreek the train. been handsomelypaid besides to hunt them.”— Defroil Free Brest,
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attendants, heating stoves, open grates
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modity, good advice respecting the danger

But we are not very sanguine on the
result. There
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Solid and Plated Ware,

FUNNIEST COMEDIANS!

Spectacles, Etc.

who

doubts the entire

who distruststhe utter innocenceof a

We make

The moit

Bn
And n
FINEST MUSICAL TALENT!
ir*r:

REPAIRING-

and will be pleased to see the are offering great bar<«»«««. Supportedby the Famous £££££$
people of Hollaud and vicinity
gains in
Nunn Brothers Orchestra at any time. We are sellinj
All under the personal supervision of C. G. Nunn Goops cheaper than ever ant
" ilfr late of Haverly’s Minstrels.
intend to give customers their
POPULAR PRICES— Reserved Seats 50

kerosene can.

;

OUT AROUND.
Johnsville.

Neatly and promptly executed.

VAN DUREN BROS.
Three doors

Mre. J. B. Bacon

la

on the sick list.

Mr. E. Myers Is aerving his time for Kachel.

money’s worth.

cents. General admission 35 cents.
Children 25 cents. Beats on sale
at Breyman’s Jewelry Store.

Mrs. J. A. Harris is visiting friends in Coloma.
Small/, of Ohio, is visiting his son, A. E.

finally.

carriage.

We have some

R. D. Bacon, late of Manistee,has moved to
West Olive again. His family are at present in

BILLY’S

TONSOHIAL PARLORS
you can get a

Autumn chill comes on Jhe Summer
A." gradually fades away; uipped

A Good Clean Shaye*
A Scientific Haircut or
Invigorating Shampoo

smile of "U.

In the bud as

It

were.

very fine

The largest stock

novel-

at any time.
James Ryder, who is a red-hotrepublican, read
a very interesting articlj to the Lyceum from
Puck, the noted pictorial democraticpaper, and PIBST-CLASS TOILET WATER F08 SALE
W. BAUMGARTEL,
which is similar in appearanceto the Judge from
Holland Mich.. March 10
which Mr. R. Intended to read, but the local wag
was on hand and exchanged papers. Thanks
Letting.
Jim, we enjoyed it very much.

of For the next thirty days we
will sell

O. BREYMAN.
Holland Mich., Aug. 18 1887.

CARPETS

Just Received
A Large Stock of

LOW GRADE FLOUR

notice "H, A.” has blazed away again and

n the city

and a

assortment of

all

fine

$1.50 per 140

fiOODS,

Flannels, Blankets,

1!

Highest Market Price

Furniture

Always paid for

WHEAT, CORN, OATS, BRLEY,
at

Rock Bottom Prices

RYE AND BUCKWHEAT.
Wheat exchanged

for Flour. Corn apd
Oats exchanged for Feed and Meal.

Van Patten &

WALSH-DE KOO MILLING CO.

Sons.

Holland, Mich., Oct.

AND

Our Stock of

SEE.

and complete and kept

commencement, 8 feet wide on the bottom,with
moral courage to take It like a man, not to sneak slope of sides at an angle of 45 degrees, and of
oat shame-facedas we have seen one of the snfflclent depth in all places to insure a free flow
“shininglight*”do. We hate a coward morally of water therefrom,The branch drain to be 2 feet

1887.

88-4t.

C. A.

H..WYKHUYSEN,

fresh by

frequentinvoices.
G.

15,

Successor to

-QE0CEE1ES-

Dealer In

VAN PUTTEN & SONS.

wide on the bottom, and In all other respects like
the main’.drain. Said Job will be let by sections
Holland.Mich.. Oct 15, 1887.
and loathsome thin
miserable, sneaking, or diviaions.The section at the outlet of the
drain
will be let first,and the remainingsections
anivclllnr,
‘*Tco Bottom.’’
In their order np stream,in accordancewith the
diagramnow on file with the other papers perOlive,
tainlsg to said drain, and bids will be made and
receivedaccordingly. Contracts alii be made
' Charles Cole has gone to Sullivan to work.
.
with the lowest rerponsible bidder giving adequate
A. Van Raalte, and son Ollie, are coopering security for the performanceof the work, in a sum
near Muskegon for a few weeks.
to be fixed by me. The date for the completion
of such contract,and the terms of payment thereCapt. R. D. Bacon and family have iteered into for, shall be announced at the time and place of
The
will be mailed
this post to lay np for the winter.
letting.
securely wrapped, to any addresa in the United
Notice is further given, That at the time and States for three months on receipt of
EtU Parker got off th^Wn 'here Saturday and place of said letting,sonth west corner of Sec.
is vlalUng at T. Cole’s, Walker’s, and other 26, Town 6 north, Range 16 west, the assessment
of benefitsmada by me, will be subject to review.
Liberal discount allowed to postmasters, agents
and clnbs. Sample copies mailed free.
Dated this 21th day of October, A. D. 1887.
The new blacksmith'sname is Brundsgc. He
Addressall orders to
WILLIAM WHIPPLE, Jb.
came from Otsepo. He is quite a genial man and
County Drain Commissioner of the County of
K
Ottawa.
Franklin Square
appears to understand his business.
or physically,and whst can be

Sack.

At this price it is the cheapest and best food on the
market for Cattle,
Hogs, etc.

YARNS, FUR CAPS,

0.

15.

kinds

of

DEESS

more at

in lots of 10 sacks or

Public

Notice is hereby given, that I, William Whipple,
Jr., Couaty Drain Commissioner of the County of
flays “We understand.”This is a complete surOttawa. State of Michigan,will, on the 19th day of
prise to the community in which “H. A.” dwells, November, A. D. 1887, at the south east corner of
fill immediateacqualntancea were not aware that Sec. 27, Town 6 north. Range 16 west, in said
Connty of Ottawa, at 9 o'clock in the forenoon of
he was capableof understanding,
and before the that day, proceed to receive bids for the construcreaders,who are not acquaintedwith this indi- tion of a certainDrain known as the “Munn
vidual, geu the Impression that he really can and Drain,” located and established in the said County
of Ottawa, and described as follows,to-wit: Bedoes understand we hasten to correct. Speaking ginning at a point 12 feet east and 12 feet north of
of the Johnsville Lyceum “H.A.” understood (?) south west corner of Sec. 85, Town 6 north, Range
that we felt its “crushing weight.” It happens 16 west, and running: 1st North, parallel with
west line of said Bee. 104 rods; 2nd, North, 66,^
that in the coatest referred to your humble ser- degrees, east 801-5 rods; 3rd, east 56 rods: 4tb,
vant was the victor. So you see “H. A." has north along east line of north west quarterSec.
another error with which to swell his already quarter, and Sec. quarter north west quarter Sec.
85, to Grand Haven road (so called)118 rods; 5th,
large amount. The week before he says, or rather north, 41 degrees west, parallel with said Grand
bints, that we claimed to be a prohibitionist. Haven road 89 2-5 rods; 6tb, north 46 degrees, east
This Is the crown sheaf of his silliness.We stated 12-5 rods; 7th, north 39 degrees, west parallel
with said Grand Haven road 32 rods; 8th, north
in public that we were “a temperance man In parallelwith west line of Sec. 26, Town 6 north,
every respect,”and while we honor and respect Range 16 west, 17 2-5 rods to a water course which
men who have their own convictions in regard to crosses said Sec. line; 9tb, west 1 3-5 rods; 10th.
north 48 degrees, west along said water course 40
that party, we don't see what we have done tint roda; 11th, south 84 degrees, west 13 2-5 rods;
we should be dragged down on a level with “H. thence following said water course to Ten Hagen
(so called). Also a branch drain to comA.” No“H. A.” we are not a prohibitionist. creek
mence at a point 40 rods west of south east corner
Don't claim it. We don’t want to be one of your of south west quarter Sec. 35, Town 6 north, Range
class. We don’t want to profess the religion of 16 west, and runningnorth to north line of sontb
east quarter sonth west quarter Sec. 35, thence
Christ and go to sacrament with malice in our
west along said line to one-eighthline, thence
heart and enmity toward our neighbors, and when north along said one-eighth line to interaectmain
is full
the gallingfire is sent from the pulpit we want the drain. Said main drain to be 2 ieet deep at its

We
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Standard
Roller Mills.

ties in Jewelr-.

Johnsville.
the

Wall Paper.

f f good bargains.

Geo. W. Harris has obtained a splendid colt
which he proposes to drive before bis flue

Aa

and make good
and be assured of

Call early

purchases

east of Post-office.

Holian.d Mich., April 13, 1887.

;

Mr

a Specialty

of CustomTWork.

&C0.,

We have just occupied our
new store on the corner of
Market and Eighth Streets,

PLEASING VOCALISTS!

a large assort-

MEYER, BROUWER

The

GREATEST DANCERS!

expect to live long enough to see; the
safety of a defective flue, or the kitchen

Always have

ment of Goods on hand.

Presentedby thej

two things we scarcely

ore

ETC., ETC.,

Watches, Clocks,

LAUGHABLE BURLESQUES!
ESTT""*

It.

Bros.

BARGAINS. BOOTS,
BARGAINS.
SHOES,

JEWELRY,

LATEST NOVELTIES!

nowhere exposed to the
ignition, etc. This is all sound
is

advice and we are glad to emphasize

Van Duren

Dealers in

REFINED OLIO!

look to chimneys and flues, to see that the

peril of

BREYMAN & SON

0.

BRILLIANT FIRST PART!

paragraph, enjoining people to

wood work

!

—

MINSTRELS!

of fire. Nearly every exchange contains
a liberal

THE

Goods

and the wise man

air fuftaces;

is also on

New

WOIR/LD’S

Cold weather is coming with the usual

and hot

BARGAINS.
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Saturday Ev’ng, Oct. 29

World’s Minstrelsat the Opera
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HOLLAND.

Saturday, October 29, 1887.
The

HEW

OPERA HOUSE

HOLLAND CITY NEWS.

more dispicable

WATCHES,

The very best make of

a

hypocrite.
West

Clocks and Jewelry,

SEWING

13 Weelsjs
POLICE GAZETTE

ONE DOLLAR.

families. ^

RICHARD

FOX.

N Y

.

MACHINE,

Rogers’ Knives, Forks

A

ORGANS

and

Spoons.

large assortment of Gold,

and Steel Spectacles,
Eye Glasses, Etc.

Silver

Dr. Kramer,while passing through here Satur-

-AT

day on hU way to Robinson, relieved Station
Agent Shearerfrom the toothachein about a
minute, just by a simple tw 1st of the wrist.

"Andrew” must have had another one

of his

bad spells last week judging from his groaning

CRANDELL’S BAZAAR

over the number of just persons In hia vicinity,

You

can obtain

Albert Irish and Mr. Miller, of Ingham County,
are viewing the situationhere with a prospect of
purchasing. Other real estate changes are in
prospect. Who knows but West Olive will enjoy
a ‘•boom” in the near future.

who were fortunate enough to have them
from last year.

left

over

hard to dispute. Brother Boggs is a thorough
temperanceman and la not afraid to devote his
time, talents, and money to the cause, “fl. A.”

TINWARE,
WOODENWARE, '

TOWELING,

.

CROCKERY,

And many

PRETTY TOYS.

Low

Figures.

OF

other things too numerous to mention and all sold at astonishingly

HjOw
20,

if

J01MAN & DYKEHA

rices!

1887.

Call and see us and
Holland, Mich., Oct.

3P

you don’t see what you want ask for

JOHN PESSINK &

8. R.

TRADE

J J

&

CO.’S

MARK.

Who

it.

CRANDeLL.

Meyer, Brouwer

BRO.,

&

have the largest and best stock of

FALL AND WINTER

CLOTHING
FOR MEN AND BOYS

Co.,

In the City.

River St., Holland, Mich.

Candies, Nuts, Bakers’ Goods

SPECTACLES

The trade supplied with everything in this line

at

lowest prices

-OVERCOATSIn

CRACKERS, FOREIGN FRUITS, ETC.

PRISHOIDAL

STEVENSON.

For the Clothing Store

Wholesalersand Retailers of

F. A. HARDY

all grades, styles,

EATS

BARGAINS.

and

at all prices.

and CAPS,

We have the largest stock of Fur Caps
the City. A big line.

in

Keen and Easy Vision Restored.

These glassesare ground on a

NEW

PRINCIPLE, which gives the aid the eye
requires without causing any strain or

sense of weariness.

C. A.

FOR SALE Bl

STEVENSON,
JEWfLER.

HOLLAND,
SMmos.

HOSIERY,

Office.

HOI
- -

at astonishingly

CLOCKS,

$cut

routA’#

HOUSEHOLD

FurnishingGoods.

LAMPS, JEWELRY,
GLASSWARE,

profitableexposition and analysis of bibie wine,
backed up by scientificand historicalreferences

kinds as well as useful

C. A.

News

Holland, Mich., Aug. 4, 1887. 27-lyr.

HANGING

Last Saturday evening in the School House, Mr.
T. J. Boggs, of Holland, gave an Interesting and

all

ARTICLES, and

The heaviest rain of the season came Saturday
right and Sundav. Cold winds have prevailed for
several days and overcoaU and mittens have been
qnlte common articles of wearing apparel by those

NOVELTIES of

Store next door to

PIANOS

ON EIGHTH STREET,

and hia profusion of words on the autnmnal
leaves.

Repairing of every description done promptly
and carefully.

and

u

We

are Agents for the Fairview

GrIVE

Cheese Factory.

BARGAINS.

Tits A.

N. B.— We are prepared to furnish Cakes for Wedding Receptions and Banquets
of every description, shape, style, and price.

MICH.

JOHN PESSINK & BRO.
Holland, Mich

,

Oct.

12,

1887.

Gent’s Furnishing Goods

.

:

v

..

:

«

v

Jvr*

.

’• *

•-

:

AND UNDERWEAR.
Everything sold at the closest possible
prices, We are bound to sell to ail.

$

BARGAINS.

Call and See Us!
JONKMAN & DYKEMA.
Holland, Mich., Sept.

15,

1887.

The
Hollakd, Mich., Oct.

Secretary'sIntroductory Address.

To the

What am

The Common Council met punuamto
adjournment and was called to older by
the Mayor.
Present: Mayor McBride, Aid. Barring*
ton, Carr, De Vries, Bteketee, Kramer,
Kulte, Van Ark, and the Clerk.

patrons of schools of Ottawa county:

My appointmentto the secretaryship of
the board of school examiners of our

lYIKKEMA G.J.,

anew to the many

slrea? ofllc®

Architect,Bnllder. and Con,n

New MU1 and

Factory on

Attorney at Law. Collections

iqi

county, under the new law, lays me under
obligations

IIUNTLEY, JAS.,

Attorneys and Justices.

River

Hi

r.

teachers

Lumber, Lath, Shingles,and Brick, Sixth street.

‘•‘J aiuiVf ll
lurred; at all events.

and school officials in the various parts of
Minutes of the last three meetingswere the county, who recently manifested
read and approved.
afresh their good will and confidence by
Aid. De Merell appeared during the
reading of the minutes and took his seat. their effectiveefforts to secure to me the
Ed. J. Harrington, jr., and sixteen secretaryship above named, prompted, it
others, owners of lots and lands lying and
abutting on the south side of Seventh
street in the City of Holland, requested
and petitioned the Council to have a sidewalk built from River street to Land
street on the said south side of Seventh
street, such sidewalkto be built in accordance with the ordinancerelating thereto.

Do?

The symptoms of Biliousness are um
happily but too well known. They dltter
in different Individualsto some extent.

teachers, school officialsand

1887.

25,

I to

ill

19 UUfc

>

and
The digestive system is wholly out oi
order and Diarrhea or Constipationmay P0?£.J-C“,Altorn°yaDd Counsellor at Law.
be a symptom or the two may alternate. RiTer° treet* Po8t,,, Plock, corner E,4hth and
There are otten Hemorrhoids or even loss
Bakeries.
of blood. There may be giddinessand
may be, by the many pleasant professional often headache and acidity or flatulence
CITFYrelfhARrF;RHY’
& Br0 ’ Fetors,
Patent Wagon. Bpeclaf attention
and other associations of the pist, my and tenderness In the pit of the stomach. ery,
O00d,,•Con,ectlon- ?,Tuer8
to Horseshoeing
and Repairing. River street.
To correct all this if not effect a cure try
largely extended acquaintance with the
Qreen's August Floicer, it cost but a trifle
F’ wholesale and retail
teachers and schools ot the county, com- and thousandsattest its efficacy,
bined with nearly one-third of a century’s
A floe constitution may be ruined by
labor alternatelyin almost every departBarbers.
simple neglect. Many bodily ills result
ment of school work in the county, and
from habitual constipation.There is no
which may have been taken as an assur- medicineequal to Ayer’s Pill* for restorVA« RAALT*’ B., dealer In Farm impls
-• ..®enl* and machinery. Cor. River and
ance of a preparation, In a measure, at ing the system to natural and healthy
action.
Boots and Shoes.
least, for the very important and responsi.

0

e^ElW^6”

Aid, Kramer moved that the petition be
requested.— Carried. Yeas,
Harrington, Carr, De Merell, DeVries,
Steketee, Kramer, Kuile and Van Ark, 8;
nays, none.
ble position I now occupy. Such a maniWorth Knowing.
T. Keppel and twenty-eight others peti- festationof good will and confidence is
Mr. W. H. Morgan, merchant, Lake
tioned as follws: Gentlemen:— The unentitledto no less appreciation and grati- City, Fla., wa* taken with a severe Cold,
dersigned residents and tax-payers of the
BR09 ' deaI«ra In Boots and
A
‘l«r* h*od.
City of Holland, and being land owners tude because yery largely by me unsol- attended with a distressing Cough and sighth
running Into Consumption in its first
on Seventh street in said city, hereby re- icited and unexpected.
Merchant Tailors.
stages. He tried many so-called popular UPhlKlSMA 8., manufacturerof and dealer In
spectfully show, that whereas the grading
Boots and Shoes, The oldest Boot and Shoe
I fully realize the nature of the varied
J^RUSSE BROS., MerchantTailors.
remedies and steadily grew worse. Was House in the city. Eighth street
®
of said Seventh street is now being done,
and the grade on said street between Fish duties and grave obligations attached to reduced in flesh, had difficulty in breathBank.
street and Cedar street now being made the secretaryship— having had entrusted ing and was unable to sleep. Finally
Marble Works.
with a rise between said streets, which to me similar ones in the past— and their tried Dr. King’s New Discovery for Concauses additional expense, which is un- important bearing,If properlyadminis- sumption and found immediate relief, and
after using about half a dozen bottles promptlyatlended to Elnhih str-et. Co1 ectlona
necessary, and besides damages the propsfSS
I
tered, In the promotion of the interestso
found himself well and has had no return
erty along said street. Your petitioners
Clothing.
of
the
disease.
No
other
remedy can
Meat Markets.
Would therefor pray that the grade on said the public schools at largo. That best restreet between Cedar and Fish streets may sults may be assured, I earnestly solic t show so grand a record of cures, as Dr. T> OSMAN, J. VV., Merchant Tailor. ke<tun lue
Froah and Salt Meats, and
King’s New Discoverytor Consumption, t
be changed so as to run on a straightline
choice steaks always on hand. River street.
the aid and hearty co-operationof my Guaranteed to do just what is claimed for
between said Cedar and Fish streets, with
IM I)YKi£MA’ dosler In Ready- K U«i?.J’5Ti0le!;,eaud Nta'l dealer In fresh,
no rise therein as the same now appears associate members of the board of school "•—Trial bottle free at Yates & Kaue'n,
AY salt and smoked meats. No, 38 Eighth St.
Furnllhlna Ooo/s,
on the profile on file in the office of the examiners, teachers and patrons of schools, Holland, and A. De Kruit’s Drug Store, KishmstrS^0^
Zeeland,
City Clerk of said Holland City. Your in carrying out practicallysuch measures
* VAN DER VEER, First
i'!;’ Ta,,0V . fionovatlng and repairing
.. . ''.ardMeat Market. Choice moats always
petitionerstherefore pray that the proper
as the condition of the schools in the sevon
hand.
Eighth
street,
near
""
street? 8 “ pecU,tycW*P and ^d. River
steps be taken at once, to investigatethe

granted as

HK^^S^bdYkbM^Vb”cl,J

VA1RURER

l,r|!"

S.

.

O

H°cxAh?„^

1

^

f)

and

if

!

Fish.

matter herein complainedof, and the eral portions of the county may suggest.
changes made in said grade as above peti- And, that their true conditionin each lotioned for.

may be known, and the quantity
and quality of the work done by teachers
and pupils seen, it will bo my aim, in
cality

On motion of Aid. Harringtonthe

peti-

tion was accepted.

Aid. De Vries
be granted.

moved

that the petition

iUiU'Hete.

,

T>EACIJ,W.

Produce, Etc.

A)

council rooms, $14.50;

W. W.

(WIIOLI8AL1.)

amounts.

calls, the teacher, by close study

and wel

directed thought, skillful In general

man-

ing pupils

how to

study,

80c; om!0

how to prepare

and the pupils earnest, interested

each school visited will be

made

a

jMj2:

Of.

and

RlYW.t?ee£y

a,nd booksellers,
e"h aDdco,BP>«*.cor Eighth
TndoFL8h ,tr66U' ,n bouse formerly oc-

Dry Goods and

Groceries.

mP

{'£

.bdLo»p

&

F.

0fl'MHo”r”: 9 >» '»*•

'yU’ETMORE, J. D., Homeopathic Physician
i*jm “jpnrgeon. Office Hours: 10.80 a.m. to

Saloons.
)

u

A. M.

LOM,

proprietorof the ’‘Rose Bud Saloon”
and deafer In liquorsand cigars. River street.
C.,

N^i?f8SULJ0Smn^vtl0P
of Unitt Lome,
No.19l F. AA. M., will be held at Masonic Hall

3. As to tbs school room: Neatness or
otherwise;temperature and ventilation;
seating; blackboardand other facilities.
4. General record: Classification;number of classes;order of recitation; record
of scholars; classes; progress.
5. Premises: Grounds; trees; outbuild
logs, etc. Very Respectfully,

d

- -,
„

—

performancewas superb, and space and

moie

Second Band Store.

Hurtlet. W. M.

-

-

K. 0. T. M.
n*ue.8»C?°i.T«
nt’

No'

crock"j,“ “ fih

5?eet9 in 0d(1 Fellows

_

_

00 ,|,p"c“,0“w. A. Hollet, R. K

pH

Watches and Jewelry.

VAg£5L?\AR\?”Scneral dea,er in lino

Cheapest Life Insurance Order

Journal speaking cf this organization says:

time will not permit of our saying

A-

0. Bbethan, Ssc'v.

A. W. Taylor, ISeoretary.

"The World’s Mlnatrels appeared at the
Council adjournedto Tuesday, NovemOpera
House last evening, and those who
ber 1st, 1887, at7:80p. m.
did
not
attend missed a rare treat. The
Geo. H. Sipp, City Clerk.

street0

,etC* 0yilUn ,n “aaon. Eighth

VADrTlE.N’A'- * S,0N8' Ge^ral Dealers In
roCerIe8’ Grockery,Hat* and
oapa, rlour, Provisions,etc. River street.
Cans P

^^,(

WERcK:«-

pad*.

Proprietorof the

Miscellaneous.

Phmnlx
IT'

EPPEL. T

.,

dealer In lumber, lath, shingles,

W and
calc|ned plaster. Corner
streets.
vv«u«

JrV.Ja '’.i
Eighth and Cedar

Chicago and West Michigan Bailway.
Taking

Effect

Sunday,

WI8,E,

‘L

'dealer In Notions and Fancy Goods

W°rk- E,«hth 8treetC opposite

City Hall'.80 Ha,r

Oct. 2, 1887.

Furniture.

FROM HOLLAND TO CHICAGO.
TOWNS.

MEI.Er3: B,RGUWER

Nl’t

A

CO., Dealers In all
Wall Paner

ivl kinds of Furniture, Curtains,
Carpets, Picture Frames, etc.: River

Exp Exp. Mix.

Mall

a.m. p.m. ptm. a.m
Holland ............ 10 00
Grand Junction ...... 1130
Bangor ...............11 52
Benton Harbor ...... 1 20
New Buffalo .......... 2 45
Chicago ............. 5 65

15
2 05 1 06
2 17 1 21
300 2 25
4 00 3 40
6 40 6 40
p.m. p.m. a.m.

8

05

9

20

1200

p

3 FROM

p.m.

6 10 1210 4 45
7 00 1 25 7 50
7 55
807 3 12 1210
9 00 435 3 05

Exp Exp. Exp.

p.m. p.m.
Holland .............. 3 05 900
Zeeland .............. 8 18
Grand Rapids .......
8 55 9 45

a.m.

Fr’t.
p.

950

m

6 10
6 35
8 10

00
10 40
10

FROM GRAND RAPIDS TO HOLLAND.

Holland, Michigan, dated July second, A. D.t 1885,
nd which mortgage was recorded on September
twenty-fourth, A. D. 1885, in the office of th# Register of Deeds of Ottawa county, In liber 20 of

WARnii«F^? 1100

mortgages on page

VAu..2.ER ,YEEN: B

cLeT

Holland..,........... 955 '3
....... 10 35 3
Ferrvsbnrv ..........10 40 3
11 05 4

601

;

upon which mortgage

there Is claimed to be dne at the date of thl* notice,

at the front door of the Ottawa County Court
House at Grand Haven, Michigan. The mortgaged

dealer in atoves,hard- premises to be sold being: All that certain parcel
ir°n Ware* of land situated in Olive,Ottawa county, Michigan
and described as follows,to-wlt: The northwest
quarter of the north cast quarter of section thirtyHotels.
one (81) In town six, north of range fifteen west,
forty acre*.
Dated, September 21. 1887.-

^1^1^01 ^

0 10

FROM HOLLAND TO MUSKEGON.
a- m. y.m. a.m. pm. p.
Grand Haven

' Manufacturersof

s

8.'‘Dd*'d Ro11- one hundred and twenty-twodollarsfor principal
and interestof said mortgago and the further sum
ot Ofteen dollarsand fifty rents for taxes paid by
Hardware.
mortgagee on the mortgaged premises, and no
proceedingsat law having been institutedto reK A warcR s twin fm^’ de2k? Id Kenoral hard- cover the same, or any part thereof. Notice Is
No. 52 Eighth st?eeJ.nd £a# fll,l°g91 8peclally' therefore,hereby given that by virtueof the power
of sale In said mortgagecontained, and the statute
in inch case made and provided, said mortgage
will be forec oeed by a sale at public vendue of the
mortgaged premlsea to pay the amount dne on
said mortgage, with interest and costs of foreVALL.^Di(?END'TV "“l M««l Worker, closure and sale; said sale to take place on
Dicmbib Twmtt-Sutu, A. D. 1887,

a.m. p.m. ptm. p.m.
Grand Rapids ....... 9 0u 12 30 11 00 5 15
Zeeland ............ 9 42
Holland ............. 950 1 15 11 50

been made in the conditions
J of payment or a mortgagemade by Henry J.
T-n Have and Fannv Ten liave.blswife, of Olive.
G'1*"" County, Michigan,to John O. Post, of

Jassu**sa5ta

m. p.m. a.m. p.m.

HOLLAND TO GRAND RAPIDS
Mall.

Mortgage Sale.
I'VEFAULT havlw

JSSJAWfjsfSisa.

3 10

a.m. p.m. Ptm. a.m.

Chicago ..... ....
9 00
Buffalo ........ 1185
Benton Harbor ....... 12 30
Bangor ............. 1 45
Grand Junction ...... 2 05
Holland ............. 8 05

P#r'

I

FROM CHICAGO TO HOLLAND.
New

8L

Flour Mills.

1

cjfb.p^t^.?ijsir'elTrri7ls
m.

05 t5 30 6 10
905
43
650 9 45
47
16
735 1015

S'SS;S55»"

34-13t

_

JOHN

O. POST, Mortgagee.

£an©ass£FK» Health is Wealth!

FROM MUSKEGON TO HOLLAND.
p.m. p.m. p.m. a.m. p.tm
Muskegon, 3rd street 1 50 12 10 765 835 10 15
Ferrysonrg.......... 215 12 32 8 15 9 03 10 48
Grand Haven ........ 2 20 1285 8 20
Holland ..... .........

300

1

Livery and Sale Stables.

HAUmIm,v°HNr

xA
eral

10 8 55 9 45 11 85

E-/PJrKProprietor of Hoiland Ciyr Sale and Exchange Stable. Genteaming done, cor. Market and Seventhsta.
81,0

FROM HOLLAND TO ALLEGAN.
a.m
Holland .............
Fillmore .........
3 20
Hamilton ......
3 30
Allegan ............ 4 05

Mannfaotories,Mills, Shops, Eto.

9 50
* *

*«

......

'

1012
1045

FROM ALLEGAN TO HOLLAND.
a.m. p.m. a.m.
55
28

500

11 25
85 1215
12 30
53 800 12 57
p m.
5

35 543

* * **

’

Daily.

All other train* dally except Sunday.
trains run by Central Standardtime.
Tickets to all points in the United States and
t

A

_

I

.

Dn. E. C. Wbst’s Nsrvb axd Braim TrkatTT'LIEMAN, J.. Wagon and Carriage Mannfao mxst. a guaranteed specificfor Hysteria, DizziA. toryand blacksmithshop. Also manufac- ness, Convulsions, Fite, Nervous Neuralgia, Head*
turer of Ox Yokes. River street.
ache, Nervous Prostration caused by tho use of
alcohol or tobacco, Wakefulness,Mental DepresManufacturers of the sion. Softening of the Brain resulting in insanity
“Anchor Brand” of Water-proof Horse and and leading to misery, decay and death, PremaWagon Covers. Coats, Leggings, Aprons.Overalls, ture Old Age, Barrenness, Loss of power in either
sex. Involuntary Losses and Spermatorrhea
Awnings, Tents, etc. Factory, Eighth St,
caused by over-exertion of tho brain, self-abnse hr
CITY BREWERY, A. Self, Pro- over-indulgence.Each box coutalrs one month's
treatment.$1.00 a box, or alx boxes for $5.00,
sent by mall prepaid on receipt pf price.

TTIGGIN8 &

Xl

Mix.

.....

Allegan
.
8
Hamilton ............ 9
Fillmore............ 9
Holland ............. 9

Salt- rheum is cured by Ayer's SarsapaCanada.
rilla. Write J, C. Ayer Co., Lowell, for in regard to the same.” Reserved seals
A.GAVETT.Ass. Gen. Pass. Agt.
. . are now on sale at O. Breyman’s.
W. A. CARPENTER. TrafficManager.
F.G. CHURCHILL Station Agent.

evidence.

an(1 Pharmacist;a
*00d8 aPPertalnlng to tho bis-

JMftiw.

made. Much music used by this company being
of their own composition. The Edmore

Kulte and Van Ark, 8; nays, none.

^

Physicians.

DrX cu0011"’ Urines.

2. The scholars:Conduct toward the
teacher and toward one another; genera
interest manifested.

The Monarohs Coming.
that Rule 23 be suspended.— Which said resolution was not
On Saturday, Oct. 29, the World’s Minadopted a majority of ail the aldermen
elect not concurringtnerein by ydas and strels, brass band and orchestra will apnays as follows:Yeas, Carr, De Merell, pear at the Opera House with the greatest
Steketee and Van Ark, 4; nays, HarringMinstrelshow to visit hero this season.
ton, De Vries, Kramer and Kulte, 4.
The excellent company is composed only
Aid. Steketee moved that the remouof the best comedians in the profession,
strance on present grade of Seventh street
who in turn give all the latest novelties in
be referred to the Committee on Streets
and Bridges with instructions to confer modern Minstrelsy.Nunn Brothers’ Fawith the City Attorney regarding legality mous Orchestra (formerly with Haverly’s
in making said change and that the ComEuropeau MinstreL) will discoursethe
mittee have power to act in the premises
should the City Attorney decide that the sweetest strains of music ever produced.
legally be

^

YA8Sk‘fcalw^fLhd^,t8

S'100

*
ZS’H;

TJ

1. As to the teacher: Her ability to
govern; her capacity for Instruction; her
skill in conductingrecitations;her ability
to gain and hold attention.

moved

change petitioned for can

retail.

Assessorsdi-

—Carried. Yeas, Harrington, Carr, De
Merell, De Vries, Steketee, Kramer,

kinds of work In the photo-

ES,beB*,b!no'p,pPbC.K|,er
“*•

£S&'S,B£r*
k 0t

fl., all

Op.m

wimiS:

of record for future use:

Wherea*) It has pleased our. Heavenly
Father, supreme ruler of the Union, to
rected to make a special assessment roll of afflictour brother, Sir Knight Commandthe same.
er, L. D. Baldus, by the removal of a beThe decision of the result of the vote loved wife and mother, from this world of
at the last nueting of the Council, regard- sorrows to that eternal world of joy and
ing the reconsidering of the resolutionof happiness; therefore be it
the Common Council adopted Oct. 11,
Resolved,That while we as friends and
1887, ordering a sidewalk built on the brothers, bow in bumble submission to
west side of Market street, which was left the will of an All-wise Providence, deepto be decided at this meeting was decided ly feel the loss our brother Sir Knight
by the Mayor as follows: That under Commander has sustained, and hereby
Rule 23, of the Common Council, any tender him our sincere and heartfeltsymmember who voted on that side of a ques- pathy in his sore bereavement;
tion which prevailed,may move for a reResolved, That copies of these resolutions
consideration thereof, at the same or the be sent to our brother Sir Knight Comnext succeeding meeting of the council, mander, to tne bee* Hive and Holland
That the aldermen wko offered the reso- City News for publication,and a copy be
lution to reconsider the resolution of Oct. spread upon the records of this Tent.
11, 1887, not being present at that meeting
W. A. Hollky, Com.
the resolution offered at the lost meeting
was out of order.
Aid. Carr

TT ELLER,

Iness.

ion ft«W«i*M60ni Bran’
Barley, ft
SSaT
need’
15.00; Com
’ *1-0?;«CoLQ’ Celled, 56c; Flour.
|4.40 Fine corn meal, |1 100 lbs., *1 GO’ Keen w

matter

liams, S 36 feet of lot 0 block 27, $4.29.—
of

n
K’
Bye, 45<
70c; Rec

'S ItZiuo- F^0“i
* 100 »>*

S

lhc

lessons so as to secure the earliest and best ear, 40c.

From Richmond, Va.— I sell a great
deal ot Dr. Bull's Cough Syrup and find
The Board of Assessors of the City of that it gives better satisfaction than any
Holland were directed to make special as- other Cough Syrup.
sessmentrolls of the lots and lands comI. Wilson Moseley, Druggist.
prising the following special street assess"Once upon a midnight dreary,” when
ment districts, viz: Tenth, West Twelfth,
Cedar, South Cedar, Market and Seventh I tossed so sad and weary, upon my bed
half mad with pain, a friend bought me a
streets.
bottle of Salvation Oil. It cured me. I
The city marshal reportedhaving colneeded this, and "nothing more.”
lected $10.25 sidewalk money and the receipt of the city treasurer for same, also
reported that sidewalks bad been laid in By Request.
Bdiolutions.
front and adjacent the following described
premises, and that the expenses therefor
Crescent Tent, K. O. T. M., adopted
remain unpaid, viz: A. J. Clark, N K of
lots 9 and 10 block 49, $16.10; W. Wil- the following resolutionsOct. 17:
Accepted and the Board

«;?£

UVhti Cor%V

agement and instruction,carefully teach-

The Clerk reported that according to workers, thorough and progressive.
reports of the city marshal, on-file in the
The followingpoints as pertainingto

Aid. Van Ark moved that the report be
accepted and the amounts set forth in the
said reports of the city marshal, relative
to the repairing of sidewalks, be charged
to the respective persons therein named
and against the property therein described,
and also that the several amounts and the
persons chargeable therewithbe reported
by the clerk to the Board of Assessors of
the City of Holland for assessment.-Carried. Yeas, Harrington, Carr, De Merell,
DeVries, Steketee, Kramer, Kulte and
Van Ark. 8; nays, none.

I)1

fhoYV£N(n„B°8t C,blDet photo*.
CaH and see them. Views
taken ontslde on short notice. Eighth street.

*
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results,

City Clerk’s office there is uncollected expenses for sidewalk repairs on the followdescribed premises, to-wit: E. E. Annis,
lot 6 aub-divislon of lot 1, block A, $10.48;
E. Van der Wal, lot 10 sub-division of lot
1 block A, $8.88; N. D.’ Ward, 8. 88 ft. of
W 20 ft of E 61 ft of lot 10 block 30, $7.10;
Grace Episcopal Church, lot 1 block 4
$1.78; J. Pauels, E 20 ft of W ^ of lot 14
block 31, $4.70.

Photographers.

Drugs and Hediolnss.

to

Noble,

lighting street lamps for term ending Sept.
21, 1897, $25.00; W. W. Noble, lighting
street lamps for term ending Oct. 21, 1887,
125.00; James Huntley,800 grade stakes’
.$8.00.— Allowed and warrants ordered issued on the city treasurer for the several

VAN PK,N MERGE L. ifc S. tfc CO., Millinery
Commission Merchant ami ,,1 and Fancy Goods. Tho oldest millinery
strfits!* “ tb° Clly- Cor fi,Kh,h and Cedar

H.

dealer in Grain, Flour and Product* Ht'nhaa*

secure the attendance 65<?8’ bC’ lonejr,9lol0c; Onions, 70c; Potatoes,
with me of as many of tho school officers
Aid. Steketee moved to amend the moApples 80c; Beans two dollars;But tet 22c: Evas
tion and place it on the special order for and patrons in each district, as circum- I7c. Honej, lu:; Onions, 90; Potatoes, 85 cents.
this evening.—Carried.
stances will permit, hoping such visits
Grain, Feed, Etc.
The followingbills were presented for will be often repeated thereafter.
.
(WHOLESALE.)
payment, viz: if. Vaupell, stove wood for
We hope to find in our school room
eiss?,
school visitations,

Millinery.

Commission Merchant,

If

ANHON,

TTOLLAND

a

fTOLLAliD

l.'BrSTAL

CBBAMERY., Noller

TTUNTLBY A., Practical Machinist,

Mill and

a •P«cl*Hy- Shop on

Seventhitreet, near River.

WE GUARANTEE

SIX

BOXES

To cure any case. With each order received
for six boxes, accompanied wlt» $5 (0, w
send the purchaser our written goaran
fund the money If the treatmentdoes
a core. Guarantees issned onl *
KANE, Druggists, Sole Agents,

4aBH
-

*

ALL FOR MT LOVR.
Launch me a golden argot?,
Hoiit me the silver taUi ;
Lend me thy waves, thou dancing tea;
Waft me, ye favoring gales.
Go tell the night by itars to light,
The moon to stoop and shine,
Because my love hath sent for me,
Because my love ie mine t
Fell me the mighty cedar tree,
Build mo a palace fair,
Beck it with cold and ivory,
Hang it with arras rare.
Fling wide the gates that part the tea
And let the clariont play.
Because the day hath dawned for me,
Uy love Is mine for ayel

Go bid the nightingales to sing,
The pearly fountains play,
A melody of love by
}y night,
night.
A dream of night oy day.
Tell ye the world it draw not near,
Tell yo the hills and sea,
The glory of my life is here,
By love hath Come to me i
-Temple Bor.

was wondering how she could ever en- and oanght Norma in his arms as she.
it two months, for it was a lonely fainted away.
place.
Her swoon lasted but a few moments,
There was a river and a boat, and and when she opened her lovely eyes,

VICTIMS OF 6RIM JUSTICE,

due

she tried to make the best of it; she
had gone for a long walk the third
morning, when who should walk in but
Oswald Maynard. Miss Barton was
delighted to see him. “Now, my boy,

I hear yon have chosen mv niece,
Bertha, for a wife,” she said to him
when they were alone. “Tell me how
yon came to love her?”
“No, my dear friend, yon are mistaken for once.”

He then told her how he had heard
Bertha talking to her mother about
Norma, and finished by declaring he
hod come down there to win her for
his wife if he could. Miss Barton
told him sin hoped he would succeed;
for Norma was worth winning, and she
believed she would make a good wife
NORMA, THEjlEIRESS.
for the man she loved.
• BT EMMA PBATT.
Three weeks went by— weeks that
had been very happily spent by both
Oswald Maynard, tall, broad-shoul- Norma and Oswald. Together they had
dered, and handsome, walked quickly boated, fished, ridden, and driven the
Up the broad pathway that led to the few horses in Aunt Sarah’s stable, and
handsome home of Mrs. Ellen Barton. all the time Oswald was trying to teach
He was in tho act of mounting the steps the girl to love him. He almost gave
to ring the bell when he heard a voice it up, sometimes, thinking it was of no
pronounce his name. Thj voice he use. One day she had been so kind to
Anew belonged to Miss Bertoa Barton, him all morning that he took heart again
Mrs. Barton's eldest daughter, who was and thought, “I will speak to her this
very beautiful and who, he had been day surely. So jnst at noon as he met her
led to believe, was as good as she was coming down stairs he caught her hand,
beautiful
and, drawing her to him, kissed her on
Without intending to listen he was her fair white brow. She wrenched
obliged to hear words certainly never herself from his aims, her face and

my

to forgive

down again so

the

Condemned Chicago
Anarchists.

imprisonment he was in
the habit when retoniug'
Women and Children Who Will Be
n •/ ///is-, i from work of taking her
•A v/J'Aj lcaady or fruit*, and perWidowed and Orphaned by
emittingher to hunt for
Jn “Ib pockets. She
the Hangman.
ha / T
remembers it, and of
riMtn oomte
i. too young to.
comprehend her father’strouble. He is very[CHICAGO COHBMPOHDMfCK.1
fond of her, as well as hie little boy, who bearst
his name, and who first saw the light on the
day previous to that which Judge Gary pronounced sentenceof death upon him.
into crime and up to the prison door or gallowa’
Lucy Parsons differs essentially from her
step.
sisters in misfortune. She bad taken active
‘Can’t yon tell ns something about the fami- part In the labor move
lies of iht condemned anarchists ?* is an oft- ment before the Havmarrepeated inquiry these daye. One of the pris- ket trouble as an agitator,
oners has already gone to the penitentiary, and both on the platformand
the other seven are slowly approaching the gal- in the press. She had
lows.
marehed in labor procesThese circumstancesseem for the moment to sions, and had carried
divert publle attentionfrom the men them- the red flag In the face of
elves and from the crime for which they have the police mors than
been adjudged to euffer death to thoee who are once. In short, she was.
to become widows and orphans.
one of the boldest of the'
Bo much has been printed denunciatory of anarchists, and
, i
the prisoners and of their doctrinesthat the never known to occupy *
reader is not very well prepared for good words a place in the rear rank d
.
on behalf of tho wives and mothers who have on any occasion when the '/// - T* . Ufift
these many months ministered, so far as lay in battle raged
TlQiQ*’
their power, to the comfortof the condemned.
But with all her impetuous temper, there ia
The oondnetof Mrs. Lney Parsons in preach- not one of the anarchiste’ wives who has shown
a more unwavering devotion to her husband!
vf*av/ui|u v aiv/vz
since the trial began
she would continueto proclaim herself an anthan Mrs. Parsons.
archist,has not produceda public feeling
They have two bright,
favorable to her; while, on the other hand, the
intolligeutchildren.one
eccentricities of Kina Van Zondt, who by a
a girl ten yeare of age
proxy marriage became the wife of Spies,
and the other a boy of
have produced much more ridicule than symeven. She resides in
pathy. Notwithstandingthese eiroumstanoes,
a humble tenement on
a majority of the wives of the anarchists have
Milwaukeeavenue sad
kept themselvesout of the newspapers by very
le regarded by her
properly attending to the dalles of wife and
neighborsas an indus.mother.
trious, faithfulwife and
A grief too deep for tears was portrayedin the
mother.
comely features of a young, neatly dressed
? Lnlu is a smart, prewoman who was seen emerging from the
, coclous little girl, with,
sparkling black eyes
County Jail with two beautifulchildren clinging to her skirts. OM, kind-hearted Jailer
and a smiling face. She
Folz looked wistfully at the retreating group as
in fond of her books
he remarked;
anu is making rapid
•There’s a snbject worthy of sympathy. Poor
advancementwith her
woman ; in three weeks she is to wear a widow’s "todies,
Albert, who is named for his father, Is a livelycrage and her three bablee destinedto become
orpha:
boy, with large, bright,
hazel eyes. He sees
The unfortunatemother had Just been payl
her regular morning vieit to her busbar.-, everything, and persists
Adolph Fischer, one of the condemnedanarch- in gettingan explanaBorne of his comrades were still chatting tion of everything.The
with their little ones and their mother, who, since the
faithful wives, who have these condemned man’s Inmany months ministered, so carceration,has been
far as lay in thslr power, to the thrown upon her own
comfort of the condemnedmen. resonrees, keeps her/
But they have come and gone childrenneat and tidj
in a quiet way, without flaunt- and well elothed, anc
ing their grievancesby expres- seems to be thoroughl]
sions of wild vituperation devoted to them. Since ’
against the ‘capitalistic sys- his conviction Mr. Parsons finds it almost too
tem." They have been patient
mnch for his fortitude
sufferers,
v. •>
DuuDidrs, hoping againsthope,
to receive his children
tv
in the presence of visitors, and they are
tertalned any, against the authorities.
And the current of public sympathy Is rapidly generally brought to him at an early hour when
directingattentionto the families of tho an- there are but few people around.
Oscar Neebe’s three half-orphaned children
archlcte, whose domesticrelations a casual inare the wards of their aunt, the wife of Louis
quiry will prove exceedinglypathetic.
There is, for instance, the blighted life of Neebe, since their mother died of a broken
heart last March. On
Mrs. Johanna Fischer. Her maiden name was
one of the walls of their
Plants. She was born in Baltimore in 1600, and
cosy, comfortable home
married her stoic husband in Bt. Louis when
he was but 19 years of age.
They settled in Chicago In
18S3. Mrs. Fischer Is a
The oldest of the Neebe
woman of quiet manners,
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was,*
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”

me.”

She told him all about it, and when
she had finishedhe drew her closer to
him and kissed her again and again,
saying:
“I’m sorry you had to get such a
wetting,but I know you must love me
or you would have let me drift to my
intended for hia ears.
eyes ablaze with anger.
fate. I must take you home now os
“Now understand me, mamma, once
“How dare you insult me that way. boob os I can, or you will tako cold.”
for all,” he heard her aay, “I will not I hate you, I hate you, and I will never
He drew off his coat and, in spite of
have my chance of becoming Oswald speak to you again," she said.
her remonstrances, wrapped her in it.
Maynard's wife spoiled jnst by a foolish
And before he could arouse himself Then he took the oars once more and
child like her. I tell yon she can go to from his surprise she had fled up the
Aunt Sarah’s till I am married, then stairs along the hall and he heard a rowed for home.
On reaching the house they frightened
yon can have her home as much as you door slammed shut by no easy hand.
Miss
Barton not a little ; she insisted
please.”
Then he softly whistled to himself
“But, my dear, she has been away so as he walked away. “My little firefly, I on putting her niece to bed immedilong now, almost a year since she left do not believe you hate me ; if you had ately. She was delightedwhen Oswald
told her he had succeededin his misschool, and she wants to stay at home not been so quick I would have told
now so badly I dislike to refuse her; you how much I love you ; however, I’ll sion, and gave the couple her blessing
and best wishes.
then Tom insists—”
have to wait now till some other time.”
The first intimation Bertha had of
“Never mind Tom; he always insists
He wandered down to the river and the turn affairs had taken was after
in annoying me, and there is no use in stepped into the boat which was drawn
Mr. Maynard had been to ask the contalking, I will not have her here to into the shade of some trees that grew on
sent of Mrs. Barton to his engagement
try and win him from me as she did the bank. “I wished I hod her here
with her daughter Norma. After hearArthur Foreston.”
now,” he thought “I wonder why she ing the details of his story she readily
“Really, my love, yon do her an in- will never let me talk of love to her.
consented, acknowledging she had
justice; I’m sore she never encouraged Can it be that she thinks that I am ennever
been the mother to Norma that
Arthur in the least Still I will send gaged to Bertha?” Then he sat there
she
should
have been. After he went
her away if you wish it although I dis- thinking for some time longer. At last
away she called Berfha and Tom, and
like to do it very much.”
he grew drowsy, and lying down pilThe listener did not wait to hear lowed his head on a large stand of told them of his visit To say that
more, but rang the bell and was soon Norma’s, which she had left there in the Tom was delighted is putting it mildly,
while Bertha’s feelings can better be
ushered into the presence of the two morning, and was soon asleep.
imagined
than described.
ladies, who received him very graAn hour later Norma strolled down
Oswald and Norma were quietly marciously, little thinking that he had overthere thinking she would take a boat- ried, three months later, and, although
heard their conversation. No mention
ride to while away time, and wondered she spent a good share of tlte time bewas made of Bertha’s sister during his
where Oswald was. When she saw him forehand at home, the wedding took
Stay, which was brief, owing to his
asleep in the boat she was about to run place at Aunt Sarah’s; for Norma was
having some letters to post, he said
away again; but she happened to thick to be Miss Barton’s heiress, and it was
The truth was he was thoroughlydisthat now she had a good chance to thought best to accede to her wishes in
enchanted, and did not care to remain.
punish him for his conduct of an hour the matter, inasmuch os she promised
On his way to the village he met his
before.
nob to tell any one of how Norma had
friend, Tom Barton, Bertha's brother;
I’ll untie the cord she thought and once set Oswald adrift
seated by his side was a small, slight
figure with dark brown eyes, that let the boat loose ; then when he wakens
The Mistake of a Detective.
looked at him rather quizzically, for he he will be far down the river and will
have
the fun of rowing back again. A
Not many years ago a Grand Trunk
knew Tom must have told her who he
was, and he knew in a moment that she moment she looked at the sleeper in detective,noted for his story-telling
must be the one whom he had heard the boat, thinking how handsome he propensities,waa hunting for two stawas, and how she loved him. If he tion-robbers np in the midland disBertha and her mother talking about.
Tom stopped on pretext of asking only did not belong to Bertha. Then she trict It was winter, and he had a
gave the boat a little push and it went county constableand a horse and cuttor
his friend to go hunting with him the
next day. After a few words he intro- gliding off. She drew back among the with him. The scent became hot, and
duced him to his sister Norma, and trees and watched the boat rocking the detective discovered that the fugithey talked very pleasantly for some away on the waves bearing its burden tives were only a few miles ahead of
him, also driving in a cutter. He
time. At last she told Tom they would down, down the river.
telegraphedto a constable in the next
“How
sound
he
sleeps,”
she
said
be late for dinner, and they drove on
homeward, leaving Oswald thinking he aloud, with a laugh, as she thought of town to arrest two men in a cutter, givhad never met any one like Norma Bar- his surprise when he should awaken. ing.their description.Now it happened
Then she remembered that the night that the description given applied
ton.
The next morning he went over again, before he had taken care of Joe, the equally well to himself and his comhoping to see the fair face of the girl he stable boy, who was sick with a fever, >anion, provided the detective’s bushv
had met the night before, when, to his and wished she had not untied tho boat. dock beard was clipped short. It
Perhaps he might get drowned, and was getting dusk and very cold as
disappointment, he was told by Tom
like
a flash came the thought of a place they neared the town, and the dethat sue had gone to visit her aunt.
1ft was true. In vain Norma had about two miles below, where the river tective buttoned his peajaeket over his
begged and pleaded; in vain Tom made an abrupt turn, and at that place, beard to prevent it from getting froststormed and raved. Bertha ruled her which was full of sharp, ragged rooks, bitten. When they arrived at the town
mother, and as Bertha said she must the current was very strong. Suppose darkness had set in, and they both
go, her mother had sent her. So she he should sleep till he was among the jumped out of the cutter to' water
had gone that morning. As Tom seemed rocks there. The boat was sure to go the horse before hunting up the congngry and out of sorts, and Bertha and to pieces, and if taken unawares he stable. The constable had been on
her mother were away from home, Os- might be drowned. At that thought the lookout for the fugitives, and, as
wald’s stay was a short one. When he her heart stood still and her cheeks the detective and his partner turned
was about to drive away he said to blanched. What should she do? She np first, he immediately surmised that
must save him some way. There was they were his game, so he quietly
Tom:
“Where did you say Miss Norma no other boat near. Perhaps if she sent word around, and in a few moments
ran down along the bank and called a crowd surrounded the cutter and the
wsnt?”
“To Aunt Sarah’s, a maiden sister of him she could make him hear. So she town constable approached to arrest
hurried away, but she had to go out of the pursuing party. The detective
our father’s; she lives at C
.”
A look of surprise swept over his her way on account of trees and brush asked what the crowd wanted, and
that grew so thickly near the river when told he got mad at their stupidity
face, but he said nothing more.
Tom wondered if he was really in bank, that she was unable to make her and undertook to lick the gang. In
love with Bertha, and wished it was way through them. At lost she reached a few minntes he was knocked down,
Norma instead. He said to himself, the bank again about a mile further and, after being mauled about in the
"Oswald is a splendid fellow, and too down and just in time, for the boat was wet snow, be found himself and compassing by. She called his name again panion in the little 7 by 9 lockup for
good for Bertha.”
Tom felt very bitter toward Sister and again, bnt all in vain. She could the night The night was exceedingly
not make him hear. She ran along the cold, and the prisoners were almost
Bertha that morning.
Meanwhile Norma had reached her bank calling him loudly, but she saw frozen to death when morning came.
destination,surprising her aunt not a that it waa of no use, ho was going They were taken before a magistrate,
little. She had never been there be- faster now and her voice could not explanations followed, and they were
fore and had not seen her aunt since reach him ; if she saved him at all it released, but the detectiveever since,
she was a child, but she received a warm must be in some other way. She knew in telegraphing b description, is carewelcome; for Miss Barton was kind- she coaid swim, although she never ful that it does not tally with himself.
hearted and she felt very sorry tried in such a strong current, bnt what —Toronto Maxi.
for her niece, and saw, when Norma had else could she do now? There was no
Spurious ArcheologicalArtists.
told her story, that Bertha was afraid time to do anything else, so running
A regular gang of manufacturers of
she ‘ was
Of her sister's winsome ways. She was
neatly surprisedwhen Norma told her ahead of the boat she plnnged spurious archeologicalarticles has retnat she believed Bertha was soon to bravely in and struck out boldly for the cently been convicted in the Canton of
marry Mr. Oswald Maynard, a young middle of the stream. She was fright- Neufchatel, whose scholars had long
ened, dizzy, and faint; bnt bv a mighty complained of the frauds practicedon
man who was stopping at the Rivers.
“Did you see the young man, effort she controlledher failingsenses, hunters for relics of pile dwellings.
and as the boat was about to pat* her One of the accused had invented the
Norma?”
“Tea, aunt, fora little while, last she caught hold of it and shouted to “horn age” for the benefit of an en•vening. Tom and I met him on our Oswald with all her might He heard thusiasticantiquarian,and dug out of
her this time, and in springing up al- him a number of aktilfolly prepared
wn home."
“What was he like, Norma; can you most upset the boat in his surprise.A articles of horn. Another fraud conmoment sufficed to lift her into the sisted of forging the signatureof the
describe him?”
curator of the ArchaeologicalMuseum
"Yes, aunty; he was qnite tall, boat
broad-shouldered,had dark blue eyes,
“Good heavens! Norma; what does of Neufchatel, and testifying thereby
* dark mustache and hair. Why? Do this mean? Where are we? Tarn the to the genuineness of a shield. The
yon know him, aunty ?”
boat round qnick; we are near the forgers were sentenced to terms of
imprisonment varying from two days to
"Yey my dear; his mother and I bend," she gasped.
half a year.— Home Journal.
were bosom friends till she died, and
Snatching up the oars, which were,
row, he is a sort of protege of mine. fortunately, in the bottom of the boat
The only good thing that the daily
I love him very dearly.”
he turned and rowed out of the current newspaper artist can draw ii his
Norma had been there two days, and near the aide, then threw them down salary.
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The Wives and Little Ones of

she found herself clasped close in his
strong arms. When she tried to free
herself he only clasped her closer, saying:
“No, my darling, I will not let you
go till yon tell me yon did not mean
what you said; tell me you love me a
little, for I love you more than my life.
Oh, little one, yon do not hate me oi:
yon would not have saved my life now.
Oh, Norma, speak to me;' don’t yon
love me?”
“Yes, I love you, Oswald,” she said
quietly. “Bat' you are engaged to
Bertha."
“No,
dear,
not. I
thought I could learn to love her
once. But I overheard something she
said and I never could love her after
that. Besides, I have loved you ever
since that first evening we met, and
came down here on purpose to win you.
Why have you treated me so badly at
times?”
“Because I thought yon loved Bertha
and was just flirting with me; but,
Oswald, I have loved you all the time.
Let me tell you what I did this afternoon, then see if yon love me enough

Her eldest child, Alice, is five yean old, and
a very attractive little thing she Is. Mrs. Flelden frequently takes her
alomr to the Jail, and
when allowed to go bohind tho bars iho invariably goes up to her tattler's cell and ransacks hit
olothee for candy.
It seems that before hte

hottest.

t* vj ,

r

a

-

children is a girl of thirteen. named Lillie. She

rather inclined to be reserved. She knowe nothing of the
doctrines of anarchy, in the

is the picture of her
imother, with long, lax-

propagation of which her
husband came to face thei

£*i?rriant golden hair that

_

inter-

folia down to her waist*
gallows, and has never
— y *• /
- She has bright blue eyes.
ested herself in public qnes-jf*.
.
a handsome face, and
tions of any sort. She istbe
flSCV'*
mother of three children, the youngest having already possesses womanly paces much beyond
been born Oct. 10 1686, the day following that her years. She has been attending school for
upon which Judge Gary pronouncedsentence six years, and has mode very commendable
or death open the seven prisoners.Hence her progress.
Nettie, the second child, is eleven years of
life has been fall of family cores and duties.
To these she has applied herself with motherly age. She resembles her father, and possesses
devotion, and has wen for herself the kindest much of his disposition.

j

;

regards of all her neighbors. Her parents re- Young Oscar Neebe attends
side in Bt Louis in comfortablecircumstances, the Franklin Street School,
and are highly respected by the bettor class of and is a noisy, good-natured boy, who enjoys a deGermans in that city.
Although twenty-seven years of age, she cided propensity for all
sorts of fun,
looks much younger,notwithstandingthe terriEngel has a wife and a
ble ordeal which she has passed throngh durconsiderablefamily of chiling the past eighteen months.
But her moment of greatest dren, most of whom have
anguish mast have been grown up, married, and
when she received the mes- settled by themselves. He
sage that the coart had de- has one daughter,a pleas-”
creed Adolph Fischer should ant miss of about sevensuffer the penalty of death. teen, who takes frequent
turns with her mother visit-^f j-j.
I When she had been partially
‘ restored,she pressed tho
Hpies Is married, but by proxy, and of oonrsw
ifT.now-born babe to her heart
and asked: “Is ___
it a boyl
boy?"
Lingg
is the only unmarried of the conThe none affirming her query, the poor motbi
exclaimed: “Thank heaven, then his name Is demnod, but several young ladles are devotedly
attachedto the handsome young anarch.
Adolph.'
When the little incidentabove related was
told the condemned father a few hoars later,
BASE-BALL GOSSIP.
the hardened man was touched to the heart.
Tears dimmed bis eyes, but he was unwilling
to expose bis emotion, and walked off to his
cell withoututtering a word.
Notes of the Game from Base-Ball
Tho Fischer children are admired by everybody as particularly bright and pretty. Emma
Centers Throughout the
is five and a half years old, but she is so tall
Country.
that she looks much older. Bhe is a brunette,
haa soft, rich, flowing hair, and a pair of hazel
eves that sparkle like diamonds. Tbe second
child Is a boy named
Chicago beats all the clnbs on home runs.
Charley. He is nearly
Philadelphiaactually beats Detroit on earned
three years of age, and is
runs, getting 47/, Detroit 472, Chicago 445, New
a most witty, talkative
York 442.
child. The baby, Adolph,
During tho year the Detroits made 935 nuts ;
has now attained the age
Philadelphias, 897 ; Chlcagos,807 ; New Yorks,
of one year.
814; Bostons, 794; Pittsburgs,621; WashingLess than five years ago
tons, 600 ; Indianapolis, 619.
Mrs. Schwab, then Miss
The Chioagos made 78 home runs daring the
Schnaubelt,came to Chiyear; Detroits,61; Philadelphias,48; New
cago with her brother RuYorks, 46; Bostons, 53 ; Washingtons, 62; Pittsdolph, who, accordingto
bnrga, 20 ; Indianapolis, 30.
the theory of the Btate in 7
Off Chicago pitchers daring the year 1,199
tbe anarchist trial, was!
base-hlta were made ; off Detroit pitchers, 1.169 ;
the bomb-thrower of the
off Philadelphia,1.176; off New York, 1,056.
Haymarket. Her husband,
Chicago anc
and New York did not appear to lack
Michael Schwab, waa as- .
good pitching.
Blatant editor of the Ar- r
IndianapolisIs the tail-ender, but she made a
better Zeitung up to the
larger number of double-plays during the year
time at his arrest. They .
than any other League club, getting 123, Dehave two children,Ida.
’XV
troit 100, Philadelphia 80, Chicago 103, New
who will be four years old //- r SrArsJD . York 98, Boston 89, Pittsburgh w, Washingnext Christmas,and
^
ton 91.
Rudolph, who is nearly two years of age. Mrs.
Chicago fielders made a greater number of
Schwab is a large woman of imposing carriage, assista during the year than any other club, the
and very good-looking.
flguree being : Chlcagos, 2.1W; Detroits, 1.866:
Ida and little Dolph Philadelphias,1.903; New Yorks, 1,9^9; Boshave been daily visitors tons, 2,017; Pittsburghs,1,731; Washingtons,
at the County Jail, and 1,925 ; Indianapolis, 1.W66,
have always been perThe Detroit sloggers generally‘found the
mitted to ran within the ball,” only 248 of them striking out daring the
year, against 861 Philadelphians,
865 Chicagoans, 332 New-Yorkers,865 Bostonians, 882 PittsMrs. Schwab is very burjbers, 173 Washingtonians,and 846 Indianl proud of them and has apolitans. Foot hundred and thirty-three
•
^ kept them dressed in the earned rone were made off Detroit pitchers and
; most fascinating fashion.
only 963 off Chicago pitchers.
They are exeeedinglv Chicago fielders made a good many errors
[lively children,and so daring the year, leading all the clubs but
Jprotty that they are loved three in this respect The figures are : Chica1 wherever they go. It ia
go, 4,083; Detroit. 871; Philadelphia. 924; New
their habit on entering York, 1,669; Boston, 1,149: Pittsburgh,841;
„ the outer door of the
j_. Washington, 981 ; Indianapolis, 1,162.
be Jail
Talk about a harmonious team, the Bt. I/mis
S.'Zitl&ZP**.!?’the visitors’ cage, yelling Browns pressnta fine example how not to bar•Papa! Papa!" at the ton of their voices, monize. There are a half-dozenplayer* in the
Schwab comes
_________
i in a dejected
manner to world-beating aggregationwho are not oo
meet them, and fondles .them with manifest peaking terms. Mill the champs play good
deep fatherlv affection.
bail just the same.
Mrs. Fielden is an Englishwoman, considerBassett, of the Jndianapolis,sets an example
ably under the medium size, with
wiin a pleasant
pieas
to professional players which it would be well
blushing face and a
for them to follow. HS saves his salary, except
diffident manner. Her life
hie mere living expenses,and now has a nice
from the very start has
sum in the bank to sat himself np in business
been in an atmosphere enwhen his ball days are over.
tirely the opposite to that
It ii said that Hornong, Burdock and Sutton,
of anarchy.
of the Boston team, would like to make a
m To see her and talk with
change of bate in 1883, and that their wishes in
her i* ample proof of this.
that respect ar* to be granted. These players
Bhe is one of the most in- #JJgfir/
*,r .f. would cover three points in the New York team
nooent, harmless,and dovary desirablyin 188a Burdock wants to play
mottle of women. The
there badly, and Batten would cover third base
calamity which has befor New York as it has not been since Hankinfallen her husband has
son was In the team.
almost crushed Her, and7?,v Ml'* '
it la believed by Some of
r
A fast man is very slow when it oems*
her nearest friends
W.
sb« cannot possibly survive his exesuttoa. to paying hia debts.
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HUNTIKG-LEOPABBSOF tNOU.
How

the Anlmalg Are Captured and
They Secure Their Prey.

How

A

gentle voice, refinement shown in her
choice of language, and neatness in
her dress. Few need plead want of
time as an excuse for untidiness, for if
love of order and neatness are innate
in the characterthey will prove themselves, even when the hands are burdened with cares that would seem to
be an excuse for untidiness. And there
is no excuse for slang, exaggeration or
affectation in language, except ignorance or natural vulgarity.

writer in the London Graphic
thus describee hunting with the cheetah
in India: The leopard is brought out
in a bullock-cart,with a kind of mask
that covers its ejea. A chain also is
slipped round its loins. It ifl' quite
tame, knowing its keeper, and anticipating the sport The cart drives
along, accompanied by the sportsmen,
to a spot which the herd of antelopes
Suddenly Enriched.
will presently cross in their course.
Several years anterior to 1858 I had
The does all go first; the black buck— an assistant editor by the name of
the pride of the flock— invariably Rockett, Frank Y. Rockett, the Y.
brings up the rear. The motive is standing for Yoriok, I suppose, though
ascribed to jealousy and a desire to if it did not, it ought to have done so,
keep his females all under his eye. since he was a fellow of infinite jest, a
‘Whateverthe motive, the position is veiy correct writer, a poet of much
fatal to him. At the proper moment originality, and a gentleman of high
the hood is slipped off the cheetah’s tone and nigh principles, but sensitive
head and his prey is shown him. Un- and fastidious as a woman. He was
like the dog, he seems to hunt by sight considerably older than myself, and
and not by scent. He looks keenly when the war came, having always
about him for one moment and then been a strong Whig and Union man, he
drops off the cart, generallyat the off remained in Memphis after its conside, using it for cover as long as he
quest by the Federals and took no part
can. If there are trees, or any rising in the bloody “^rassel" between the
ground, he is quick to take advantage North and South. His health was bad;
of them, and then makes his burst upon he was utterly unfit for the hardships
his quarry.
almost invariably of a soldier’s life, and though anything
chooses the buck, and he runs him but a coward, lighting was not his
down by sheer fleetness. This is the forte. While the war was going on
meaning of those dog-like claws and as he afterward told me— he found it a
the great length of limb that makes desperate struggle to live for some
kim look almost out of proportion in months, although, being a bachelor althe lion-Jiouse at the Regent’s Park, ways, he had no one to provide for but

He

—

where all the other cat-like creatures— himself. Indeed, he was only rescued
tigers, leopards, jaguars, pumas, and from actual beggary by one of those
lions— are short-leggedand crouching. accidents or special providences— call
The speed is scarcely to be credited; it what you will— which you would not
there is naEnglish greyhound that can be able to guess in a thousand trials.
run down a doe antelo
mtelopo. But it is
The city was crowded with Federal
sorry sport at best— if, indeed, it can
soldiers, nearly all of Grant’s army
be called sport at all The cheetah being there to be paid off. He said
springs on the neck of the buck, that on the morning after the first batch
stranglesit, and laps up its blood. The was paid off he rose very early, as was
huntsman comes up, outs the throat of his habit, and was sauntering down the
the antelope, and, letting the blood main street, immediately after the
flow into a wooden cup, gives it to the dawn of day, without a cent in his
cheetah, watching his time when the pocket; lean, ragged, and hungry, and
creature is gorged to slip the hood over not knowing how or where to get his
his eyes and lead him back to the cart
next food. When in the neighborhood
The natives give their account of the of the Paymaster'soffice, and still
animal much more picturesquely, and nearer an all-night saloon, he spied on
the native accounts are still to be found the sidewalk a number of wads of green
in the natural history books. In a wild paper, which, on picking up, he found
state the cheetah feeds only every three to be greenbacks. That morning his
days, gorging itself on these occasions, treasuretrove amounted to nearly $300.
and lying comatose during the interThis money, of course, had been
vals. Our specimen at tho zoological dropped by the drunken soldiers paid
gardens is pretty active all day, and off the day before, while rowing and
falls in with the regulationhours as to
fighting among themselvesthe night
food with great docility, and even with before. Destitution was, of course,
zest. In their pursuit of prey they are next to impossible,and, said Rockett,
social, and in that way differ irom most
under the circumstances,hardly to be
of the other carnivora. Two or three thought of by a Southerner;at any
of them will meet at night, and go forth
rate ho confiscated it as contraband of
on their hunting expeditionsin compa- war. From this time on to the close
ny. It is by ascertainingtheir places of the war Rockett said he lived like a
of tryst that the natives are able to fighting cock and dressed like Solomon
capture them. It is very often by the in all his glory. The only toiling and
trunk of a tree, which is found all spinning he did was to follow the exscratched and barked by their claws. ample of the early bird and give the
Hooses and meshes are driven into the main street and front sidewalk a close
ground. The leopards come bounding inspectionbefore any one else was stirover the grass, and are soon caught A ring every morning after army payblanket is flung over the head, and the day. Me rarely failed to pick up less
creature is tied and carried off. Oae than $100 and sometimes his findings
of the favorite theories of the natives, were over $300.— Exchange.
which is repeated over and over again
in the books, is that when the trained
The Hoosier Schoolmaster.
leopard misses his stroke he cannot re“Flie fro’ the presse, and dwell with
cover his breath quick enough for a
soothfastnesse.”This motto is insecond bound, and the herd passes
scribed just within the door of Dr.
from him in safety. Then he gets exEdward Eggleston’s library, a subtremely agitated, runs up and down till
stantial stone building overlooking
his temper subsides, and is at last cartDunham’s Bay, which sets out from the
ed and again let slip on fresh quarry.
main waters of Lake George, two or
It is a picturesque kind of notion, but
most men who have seen antelope- three miles from Caldwell The quotation from Chaucer which Dr. Eghunting in tho East will be able
has had out into the door-post
to qualify its application.The gleston
of his library is found also on his bookleopard does not show this tempor to
any extreme extent, and, in fact, is plate, showing it to be a favorite
making another bound on his prey be- passage. Dr. Eggleston’smode of living is simple. He devotes three or
fore the antelope can get off or the'temfour hours a day— not more— to literper can rise.
ary
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We

Lawyers.

work. From

he
afternoon he

9 till, as a rule, 1,

in his library. The
spends in out-door exercise.
is

He

is

Prosecuting Attorney (to witness):
fond of rowing and sometimes indulges
*And what did Smith say in reply?”
in fishing. It is a pleasant sight to see
Opposing Counsel: “I object 1*
him engaged in playing with his four
The Court: “State your objection.” grandchildren,who are very fond of
O. C. : “I claim, your honor, that their grandfather and take all manner
Smith’s reply is not relevant. Even if of liberties with his flowing beard and
it were, it is not proper matter to hair. The Doctor’s hair, which, by the
go in.”

P. A.: “If your honor please, I
claim it is perfectlycompetent. The
witness has said that he asked Smith
‘How do you do?’ and if your honor
will turn to Bimblebeg vs. Applecart,
584 Massachusetts Reports, your honor will find a decision bearing out my
view of the matter in a preciselysimilar case. And your honor will remember in the somewhat celebratedcase of
Hogg vs. Swinesby that Chief Justice
Bencher ruled that such a question
was admissible.”
O. C. : “But your honor will remember that the Lord High Justice Bagwig
of the Court of Queen’s Bench has
given a contrary opinion, and Blackooke, in his history of the common law,
lays down the principlethat testimony
cannot be sought beyond the purview

way, is turning gray rather rapidly, is
not as long now as he used to wear it
in the days when Mr. Beecher wished
to speak to him after the sermon in
Plymouth Church, and called out to

him; “Come up here, you shaggy
man.”

The Indian

Fowl

Bhe icoldi and (rata,
Bha'a fall of pata,
Bhe'a raraly kind and tendar :
The thorn of Ufa
la a fretfulwife—
I wonder what will mend her?

The Indian fowl must be caught before he is cooked. A fowl with weak

pswsiohs
&MWSSW:
sir
tinmoH this ram
wurm t* ova

a young and silly bird,
may be inveigled by a handful of com
Try Dr. Pieroe’a FavoritePrescription.Ten
and fall an easy prey, but the veteran to one, yonr wife is oroas and frotiul because
who has escaped many a design on his ehe is sick and suffering,and cannot control
her nervousness when things go wrong. Make
life is quite another thing. He will eat
a healthy woman of her and the chances are
as much com as the khansamah likes you will make a cheerful and pleasant one.
to give him, but he will keep his “FavoritePrescription” is the only remedy for
weather eye open and not get within womans pecular ailments, sold by druggists,
a positive guarantee from the manufacreach. Then the khansamah girds up under
turers, that it will give satisfaction in every

intellect, or

his loins and calls up his whole establishment and prepares for a hunt. And
a hunt it will be. The veteran fowl
has the fleetness of a grayhound and

will give good sport.* Avoiding the
grasp of the baworchee (cook), he takes
refuge under tho raised floor of the

refunded.See guarantee on bottle wrapper. Large bottles, 9L

case or

money

will bo

Six for 15.
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ballet-girl,whatever enchautment there may be in viewing her if
lent by distance.— London Truth

Humbug.
Barnum said "the American people like to
bo humbugged.” This may be true in the
line of entertainment,but not whore lifo is at
etako. A man with consumption, or any lingering disease, looking Death in the faoo and

dodges between his would-be captors
and goes sailing away under the compound railing, over the ditch, on to the
road. This is an unlucky move. A pariah dog which has been sleepingon a seeking to evado his awful grasp, does not liko
to be trifledwith. So with confidencewe place
dust heap on the road, oblivious of before our readers Nature’s great remedy,
fleas and mange, and dreaming per- Dr. Pierce’s Golden Medical Discovery,
chance of the last bit of carrion he fin- a sure relief for that long tram
ished half an hour before, wakes up of disoasos resulting from Impure
blood, such as Consumption,Chronic Nasal
and gives chase. In trying to escape Catarrh,Liver Complaint, Kidney Disorder,

new enemy, the luckless bird flies
into the clutches of the others. His
fate is sealed; and shortly after he is
dished up. As you survey him with a
pitying eye that such pluck snould be
sacrificedfor the table, for he is a
most tastelessbird, you cannot but
wonder at the enormous amount of
bone and muscles he exhibits. In
fact, he and his brothers scorn to get
fat. They will lead a lazy life and one
of content, from a fowl’s point of view,
but they will not get fat. In this they

a»
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bungalow. Dislodged thence, he

this
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Dyspepsia. Sich Headache, Scrofula and General Debility. Time-tried and thoroughly
tested, it stands without an equal 1 Any
druggist

The

missing links will arrive
s&Ufage season opens.

when

the
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|hand, etc« thoroaghly tauglit by mall. Circulars
Ifree. Bbtant'h Bcauuaa Collide. Buffalo, N.Y.
ON THIS PAPKB «... wuna. to ..vamuM.

caused by aU other hairnin*. Sample Box lOo.
0 E. If . CO« Vmelana,New Jersey.
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How to Gala Flesh and Strength.
Use after each meal Scott’s Emulsion with
Hypophoaphitea.It is as palatable as milk,
sun easily digested. The rapidity with which
delicatepeople improve with its use is wonderful Use it and try your weight As a
remedy for Consumption, hroat affections,
and Bronchitis, it is unoqualed.Please road:
are unanimous. Many are the allusions “I used Boott’s Emulsion in a child eight
old with good results. Ho gained four
the hungry traveler makes on this months
pounds in a very short tima"— Tho. Pbql
peculiarityof the bird. The khansa- M. D., Alabama.
mah is, however, proof to this. So he
It's curious how affectionand confecsmiles meekly and holds his peace.
tion seem to harmonize.
The Indian fowl has periods of excitement to ruffle his otherwise smooth
For Hronehlal, Anthmatle and
career. You are awakened early in the Pulmonary Complaint", * Broun' t
Troches9 have remarkable curative
morning by a tremendous clucking. Bronchial
properties. Sold only in boxes.
You are sleepy, and as you turn over
dreamily, think perhaps ajackal has
In a Parisian barber-shop:"How shall I
got into the hen house. This is ex- ent yonr hair, sir?” “Withoutspeaking of
plained later on, however, by the pres- Gen. Boulanger."
ence of an egg cup on the breakfast
A Popular Thoroughfare.
table. Out of the bottom of this you
The
Wisconsin
Central Line, althougha
scoop an egg the size of a marble and eat
comparativelynew factor in the railroad sysit at one gulp. Alas for the motherly
tems of the Northwest, has acquired au enviexpectations thus out short! But the able popularity. Through careful attention
Indian fowl is a philosophicalbird, to details, its service is as inear perfection as
and does not make a fuss over the in- might be looked for. The train attendants
teem to regard their trusts as Individual
evitable. She will go through the property and as a result the public is served
same experience day after day until she par-cxcellenco.The road now runs solid
is consigned to the pot, and will ap- through fast trains between Chicago, Milwan-

WURM

teacher by using

Soper’s

Inetantaaeoas Golds to tbs keys. No previous
knowledgeof music whatever required. Rend for
book of testimonials, vii*. Address HOPBR
MUSIC CO.. Box i48T. HEW YOBKi Vy;

SURE CURE DISCOVERED

F<

'J

mvR.
!
{

m

f

BAIRD’S

gM|

Ktc. Anew prindplH.anew
remedy. Purely Vegetable. A full alM Box sent _
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pear at your table the same lean, mus- koe, St Paul and Minneapolis with Pullman’s
best and unequalled dining oars; it also runs
cular bird as the hundreds you have through, solid sleepers between
etween Chicago,
Chli
Asheaten before.
land, Duluth aud tho famous mining regions
Honor to the Indian fowl and may its of Northern Wisconsin and Michigan.
shadow never grow less! Some say
Offer No. 173.
Cures Neuralgia,Toothache,
we keep India by the sword, but it is
FREE !— To Mebchants Only: An elegant
our firm belief that if all the fowls em- silver-plated Water Pitcher, frosted and richly
igrated from here to-morrow we should
u"'t
have to accompany them and leave the
land to the Bengalee Baboo and the
Pb event crooked boots and blistered heels
Russian.— CTtam&ers' Journal
by wearing Lyon's Patent Heel Stiffeners,

&Z:
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^EUM/n-ISM^

Physical Phenomenon.

Purity and Strength

A curious “dead space” in chemical
reactions has formed the subject of a The former In the blood, and the litter throughout
communication by Herr Siebreich to the eyatem, are necessary to the enjoymentof perfect
the Berlin Academy. In this space health. The best way to seouie both la to take Hood's
Sarsaparilla,
which expels all Impurities from the
the reaction going on in other parts of
blood,rouses the kidneys and liver, overcomes that
a uniformly mixed liquid does not actired feeling, and Imparts that freahneaato the whole
cur, or occurs late or in less degree. body which makes one feel perfectly well.
In the test-tube decompositionof al have taken not quite a bottle of Hood's Sarsapachloral hydrate by sodium carbonate- rilla, and must say It Is one of the best medicines for
yielding chloroform— surface layer of giving an appetite, purifyingthe blood, and regulating
the digestiveorgans that I ever beard of." Mas.N.A.
an eighth of an inch or less remains Stanley,Canastota,N. Y.
clear, while immediately below the solution is turbid from minute globules of
Sarsaparilla
chloroform. Contact with air is essen- Sold by all druggists. |i; six for $5. Prepared only
tial to the formation of dead space, and
by 0. L HOOD & CO., Lowell. Mass.
when the air is removed the reactions
100 Dose* One Dollar
are uniform throughout— .irfamsau;
Traveler.

Hood’s

KIDDER’S

The Beau Ideal of

a

common

occurrence as

bean

Ideal of a family medicine. Bach Is Hostetter’s

Stomach Bitters,which is not only capable of
eradicatingthese complaints,bat also counteracting a tendency to kidney troubles, rheumatism, and prematuredecadenceof stamina.
Taking it "all round,” as the phase Is, there is
probably not In existenceso useful, effective,
and agreeablea householdpanacea as the Bitters Nor is it less highly esteemed by the
medical profession than by the families of
America. Numberlesstestimonialsfrom profossional sources of irrefragableauthenticity
evince its merit. The demand for it abroad, no
less than in the land of its discovery, Is certainly Increasing, time and experienceof Its beneficent effects confirming the high opinion originally formed of it

Dangerous Drinks.

A SURE CURE FOR
INDIGESTION and DYSPEPSIA.
for

IndigeatloQthat they have ever used.

almost

a-IVEIKT

XatacemeatRlaftlOe.
Lair’S Mi

Sklali,!•*

9W
aaa a Brilliant,

Indigestion, constipation, biliousness, and disorders of a malarial type, Is assuredlythe

Solid Rolled Gold Rings

I6«,

Family Medicine.

A remedy which promptly and completelyrelieves ailments of such

GRAND OFFER!

A
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MtlUf, IS#.

zviyva;
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H.r «• Mod Mf
IllutraUd CUoImm W Wateku,
Cktraiaid olk.r jiwilrjr.w. taka omUm MbmOm
•aoMUMth. Rian Mat pwl-Midto asy pottoflUtlatk* ualtsA
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FOR CHOLERA IHFAHTUM.

TheDomeitioMfg. Oo. Wallingford, Ooiul
For Bummer Oomplalutsand ChronicDiarrhea,
which aro the direct remits of Imperfect digestion.
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A sure and

___
er* of
indigestion.Auk

Sh’at Alii
A bartender plaintively bewailed the
sstulng physicaland mental wss£>
and we will send a bottle to you, express prepaid.
necessity of having to rub congealed
neas.
nsas, loss of memory.
memory, and Inc*
Dr. Norman Kerr, of London, expscity. Cures Old and You nr,
1“u"
u
drops of sticky beer off the bar. “But plains what is the matter with drankWM.
F. KIDDER ft CO.,
if I let them remain,” said ho, in the arda as follows:“There is an abnormal MannfkoturinxChfinlatn,S3 John 8L. N. Y.
MENTION THIS PAPTB wm> wurm «• ---- rrm.
tone of one seeking compassion, “they cerebralcondition, a dynamical psychiWrs.udlbr'cftouU*.
rot the wood.”
cal disturbance of the brain and nerve
‘They rot the wood, do they?” fierce- function, a real departure from sound
ly repeated a beer bibber. “Then health, which is itself a pathological
what in the name of common sense state, with, in all probability, its postdoes beer do to my stomach?"
mortem equivalentin hyperplasma of
Replied the manipulator of drinks the neuroglia. ” Paste this in yonr hats
“It is beyond me to tell Of one thing and read it to any man that offers to
of the subject matter immediately I am confident, and that is man’s stom- treat. Ten to one he will skip l— New
under consideration.”
ach is made of cast-iron. Elsewise York Tribune.
P. A. : “If your honor will please, how could he withstand the fluids he
the weight of authorityis entirely an- pours into it? Let me show you someSome men find fault because they
the Wood, bjardne
tagonistic to the view expressed by the thing.” He placed a piece of raw are never lucky enough to find anywar, Skin
Lord High Justice cited by my brother, meat on the counter and dropped upon thing else.
blnatlon that
iaal In medical*Mlenea^They cure Constlpa
find I think your honor will decide that it a small measure of an imported gintlow,
malaria*
and
The first Czar of Russia was Fedor,
the principle laid down by BUckcoke ger-ale. In five minutes the meat had
in 1585, and there have been twenty
is inapplicableto the matter in hand." parted into little pieces as though
The Court: “The Court is of the hacked by a dull \aiae.— Philadelphia since.
foallod to mnj address, postpaid. D088 ONE BEAN* Sold bf dragglsta.
9*.
opinion that the question is admissible.” News.
“Not Bulk, hot Business!’*
HE OO* FROPRIETORt XiOtJIS, ECO.
P. A. (to witness): “Now, Mr. Robla the way a Western man pnt it in expressing
A Waning Plague.
to a friend his complete satisfaction in the use
inson, when you asked Smith ‘How do
vou do?* what answer did he make?
“Abigail” wants to know what it the of Dr. Fierce's PleasantPurgative Pellets. Bo
small and yet so effectual, they bid fair to
Now, take time; the exact words, if best way to rid a room of flies. Go supplant entirely the old-style pill An everyou can recall them.”
iy remedy for Sick
Hick and Bilious Headache,
Headache.
into the next room and try to read, ready
Witness: “He didn’t say anything.” Abigail; they’ll follow yon, every last Biliousness, Constipation and all blood disMild in action,wonderful in effect!
P. A.: “That will do, sir. Cali the buzzing, crawling, tickling beggar of orders.
Putnp in vials, convenientto carry. Their
next witness. ’’—Boston Transcript
’em. —Burdette.
use attended with
with nn
no riittrtifnfnrtt
discomfort!TIiAan
These

_
_
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The Marks

of a

Lady.

Advice should be

sterling merits account for their great populike a gentle fall larity.

“ There are certain marks of a lady, of snow, and not like a driving storm of
no matter what her surroundingsor haiL It should deeoend softly, and not
circumstances may be. These are a be uttered hastily.

. Ix

isn’t called high mass on account of
steep i>ew rents; that is a mistaken idea.—
Merchant Traveler,

___
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T«b monthly exercises of

the teachers’

association of South Ottawa will be held

on

No?ember

Saturday,

THE FINEST

Boots and Shoes

12, 1887, begin-

ning at 10:30 a. m., Hudaonville,Mich.

The following

is

BETWEEN

the program:

Prayer.

Mil

Election of Officers.
Organization of Classes.

Harbor, St Jowjb, a&i Chicago,
The elegant new Steamers

LITERARY EXERCISES.

Puritan and Lora

Declamation.—By Master Harrie Weatherwax.
Esuay.—The Faculties of the Human
Mind. By A. Lahuis.
Impromptu.— What are the benefits derived from the study of Arithmetic?
Discussion.— la the study of English
Grammar in our Common Schools of
more Importancethen the study of U.
8. History. Affirmative,C. C. Free-

man.

be

pre-

pared to take part in the discussion, and
to be ready to speak if called on

for the

“Impromptu.” All Interestedin
march

of

POWDER

the

education are cordially invited

to be present.

Sleep and plenty of it must be had bv
the baby; and if its rest be broken or prevented by attacks of colic, stomach, or
bowel disorders,give at once Dr. Bull’s
Baby Syrup, which will relieve the pain,
Induce refleshingslumber and consequent

Absolutely Pure.
This powder never varies. A marvel of purity,
strength and wholesomeness. More economical
than the ordinary kinds, and cannot be cold In
competition with the multitude of low test, short
weight alum or phosphatepowders . Bold only In
cans Rotal Baking Powder Co., 106 Wall St.,
New York.
50-48w.

and Sundays at 3 p. m. Sunday’s boats
at 0 a m. and 7 and 10 p. m. Returning
will leave Chicago, foot of Wabash Ave„
dally at 9 a. m. 11:80 p. m., except Saturdays and Sundays. Saturday’s boats leave
at 7 and 11 :80 p. m. Sunday’sboats leave
at 10 a. m. and 11:80 p. m. The new
steamer Puritan waits at Joseph for the
fast train from the north every afternoon.
Passengerstaking the afternoon steamer
will arrive in Chicago by 7 p. m. and save
money over the all rail route. No charge
for transferring baggage. Try this
line.

MORTON,

J. ».

Sec’y and

new

--

Treas.

In the city, always on band.
I have the Celebrated

GBAY

Repairing promptly and
neatly done.

Prest.

‘

where.
List of lettersremaining in the post
office at

Holland,Mich., Oct. 2?ih, 1887:

Ltcas Brink, John Choyer, Mrs. Delia
Hughes, Miss Francis H. Graves, Mrs. H.
Kleis, Watson P. Reed, W. A. Scott, M.
D., Mrs. Maria Smith, Agness
2,

Van Hove

George De Wert, H. Weening.
J. G.

Yah Putter,

P.

M.

46,

20,

cwcAao -

line of attractive
i

Dealers in Furniture,Cuitains,
Wall Paper, Carpets, Picture Frames, etc.,

Proprietor of Ninth Street

The most effective medicine,for the cure
of any serious ailment. If you are suffering from Scrofula, General Debility,
Stomach, Liver, or Kidney diseases, try
Ayer’s Sarsaparilla— the safest, best, and

Which are being sold at astonishingly
low

We

most economical blood purifier in use.

For many rears I was troubled with
a Liver and Kidney complaint Hearing
Ayer’s Sarsaparillavery highly recommended, I decided to try it, and have done
so with the most satisractoryresults. I
am convinced that Ayer’s Sarsaparillais

Goods

Millinery

Livery, Sale,

prices.

have the

latest styles of

and Feed

STABLE.
^Ate.
^
M M

BARGAINS!

ftflff

,

Allllli .lil.’

Hats, Bonnots, etc.

I

and Children,
and also

for Ladies, Misses,

The best of bargains

I

have addea to my business that of

The Best Remedy
compounded,for diseasescaused by
impure blood.— Edward W. Richardson,
Milwaukee, Wis.
ever

Our lady readers can hardly
their attentioncalled this
est

fail to

week

have

to the lat-

combinationof improvements in that

most useful of

all

domestic implements,

the “sewing machine.”

As we understandit, a machine for family use should meet first of all these requirements: It should be simple in its
mechanism; it should run easily; it should
do a wide range of worlf; it should be as
nearly noiseless as possible; it should be
light, handsome, durable, and as cheap as
is consistent with excellencethroughout.
These conditionsthe “Light-Running
New Home” certainly meets, It has also
several yery important and useful attachments and “notions” of its own, which go
far to make good its claims to popular
favor.

The “New Home”

specially recommends itselfto purchasers on account of
its superior mechanical construction, ease
of management and reasonable price.
Over half a million have been sold in the
last three years, all of which are giving
universal satisfaction.The unrivalled
machine is manufactured by the

HOME SEWING MACHINE

Orange, Mass., and

30

have found Ayer’s Sarsaparilla a more
effectual remedy, in the ulcerous forms of
Scrofula, than any other we possess.—
James Lull, M. D., Potsdam, N. Y.
I have taken, within the past year, several bottles of Ayer’s Sarsaparilla,and
find it admirably adapted to the needs of
an impoverishedsystem. As a blood
purifier, and as a tonic, I am convinced
that this wonderful preparation has no
equal. — Charles C. Dame, Pastor Congregational Church, Andover, Me.

Ayer’s Sarsaparilla,
Prepared by Dr. J. O. Ayer fc Co., Lowell, Him.
Bold by all JDruggtita. Price f 1 ; aix botUea,$5.

OH

MY BACK

I

CASKETS, COFFINS, ETC. Picture Frames, and

AND VELVETS
and

all in the

new shades and

colors.

Attentionand courteoustreatmentcan be reupon.
Thankful for past favors I ask a continuance
°r “me- „
J. H. NIBBELINK.
Holland, Mich., Jannarr 20 1887.

,

lied

Gall and See Our Goods.

WERKMAN.

MISSES
Holland, Mich., June

.1887. 20-tf.

20,

(Office et B.

Van

One of the Best

in the old postofficebuilding on
Eighth Street.

MICH.

Points and Pipe of CULL AND SEE US AND LEARN
OUR PRICES.
all kinds furnished.

ail «vac

Is

FURNITURE STURE

Pump

Aroh

attenttongWen^themaking and

Ui

We keep

Street, PhUad’* Fife

“THICOIPOCIDOXTGII TIE ATI EXT" Dn.Starfcay
A VnlM, In. IMS Artb Btmrt, FUUd.Ipkla,kavn bvM wing
far tknlart mmiUm ytan, k a Mteatllv idjB.ta.at af U»
tUatato af Oiygw Bad Kllrog.a magnetined, and tba
campanad b m taadMMd aad auda portabla that U || Mat

ENGLISH BUCHU

new

Raalte’a Store.)

. -

HOLLAND,

everything kept in

a first-class store and

I
is

Mg*

'Hartford Times.

be obtained at the

KERKHOF, Wm.Verbeek

J.

nm,

DR. HILL’S

may

—OFStamping Done to Order.

far convonov, ASTHMA,BtOlOUTIS,DTSFlPfli,
CATAUI, BAT
WlADACHE, DEBILITY,UUU.
ATIII, IBUKAMIA m4 an Cknak u* Btrvwi

Ah

Oil

Paintings,

Good Horses and Carriages of all kinds and a
cau be obtained at

first-class Hearse for funerals
my place of business.

A WELL-TRIED TREATMENT

New

drinks,"—

--

Special

York.

ike murin’
of beer, an* don’t like

IN

Ribbons. Gauzes, Silks,

1*89

CO.,

Irishman, recently over, entered
a barber-shopin Main street, Danbury, for a shave. After the barber
was through he asked the customary
question: “Have bay
my rum, orr'
sir?"' “.No,
“No,
0riftthefactif,Bor,
', rve just had a glass

-

CA-HaFIETS,

and keep constantly on hand

I

NEW

Union Square,

Special Bargains UNDERTAKING

I

in

Furniture, Wall Piper,

.

Interesting to Ladles.

MCEMS.

Meyer, Brouwer & Co.,

3. NibMink,

J.

MACHINE

30 UNION SQUARE.N.Y-DALLAS.

1886.

HUMAN

WF,

You Need

NHfM SEW

EIGHTH STREET.
E. HEROLD.

Holland. Mich., Oct.

health.

A person suffering from a poorly acting
liver should take Laxadorand be happy
once more. Price 25 cents. Sold every-

SHOE

BEOS.1

Ladies. Call and see them.

for

NO.

Have receiveda new

Prices.

BEST S3.00 SHOE

THC-ti

HISSES

AT

Honest

GRAHAM,

J. H.

-

Honest Goods

will leave Benton Harbor daily at 1:80
and 8 o’clock p. m., and St. Joseph at 8
and 10 p. m., except Saturdaysat 10 p. m.

Negative, E. F. Stanton.

All members are requested to

t

HMD’S.

E.

JOHN KERKHOF.
19, ’87. 34-3m

Holland ,Mich., Sept.

varid.

If

it

show

no trouble to
our stock.

WM. VERBEEK.

Holland, Mich., May 19,

1887.

16-lyr,

you think of buying

mil

Dn. BTAIKIY k
ha. • tba llbartjr ta rafir ta tba
Mlawtag-aamal vall-hsawaganaat nka ban Ul»4 th.tr
Traatmaati
HOI. WI. D. KILLIY, Mtaibaraf CoagvaN,FUUdalghk.
KIY. VICTOR L. CO I RAD, Mltor of tba Lalbvraa Ob-

A New|Suit

or

Winter

Overcoat,

aarvar, PbllaflalpbU.

JUST LOOK THESE OVER,

Kidney
INVESTIGATORSIN

Renews Her Youth.
Mrs. Pbcebe Cbesley, Peteison,Clay
Co., Iowa, tells the following remarkable
story, the troth of which is vouched for
by the residentsof the town: “I am 73
years old, have been troubled with kidney
complaint and lameness for many years;
could not dress myself without help.
Now I am free from all pain and soreness,
and am able to do all my own housework.
I owe my thanks to ElectricBitters for
having renewed my youth, and removed
completelyall disease and pain.” Try a
bottle, 50c. and $1 at Yates & Kane's,
Holland,and A. De KruK’s Drag Store,

USt.^

WIU ear* all dlwon of (be Kldoeji, Bladder. Irritation of
the Neck of the Bladder,Burning Urine, Olcct, Gonorrhoea In
aUlU ttagaa. Moeou. DiMbarge.,Couge-Uonof the Kldneyi,
Brisk Dart DepoeiiDiabeten. Inflammation of tbo Kidneje
and Bladder. Drops; of Kidnevi, Acid Urine, BloodyUrine,
PAIN IN THE BACE, Rrtontlon of Urine, Proqaant Urination. O ravelin all lt< form*. Inabilityto Retain the Water,
parti on la rly In penou adranevd In Ufe. IT IS A IIDNIT
INVESTIGATORthat rertore*the Urine to (to oatnral color,
naoTaa the aeM and burning, and the tlfcet of the ueaadro
NofintozloaUngdrink.

FRICK, SI

i Three Bottlesfor
Delivered Dee of any e barge*.

SVBend
Sou

for

Circular. Md by
W. JOHNSTON A CO.,

Annan.

S2.90.
ell DrnggiiU.

The Chicago Cottage Organ received
the diploma for being the best instrument
%t bur Fair. They are first-class in every
respect, and we sell them at very reasonable terms and prices. Come and see
them
M eybr, Brouwer & Co. ,
36-4
River St., Holland, Mich.

1.

27-10mos.

J.

FLIEMAN
Manufacturesand

sells

the

BEST WAGOHS

AND

have recently commenced the manufactureof

Platform, Combination &

elsewhere.

I

wanted In every

city

;

Madaxb
Waleta, Tam

pleo Forme, Hoee Supporters,Steel Protectors,

#

Ladies1 Friend, etc. Agents are making from
Fifty Dollars a week.
Send for clrcnlarsend price-listto U. Wood, 54
Bomb fialinaBtrset, Syracuse, N. Y.

Twenty to

• .

;*>• v

to order very nearly as

difference in

in the better quality of color

the cloth and the improved style and

first

cost

.

' and

fitting qualities,

to say

of the freedom from annoyance resulting from poorly
clothing. In ordering it is necessary to consider
Quality, Style, and Workmanship. In deciding where to
order yon must consider that

nothing

made

Amarira.

h COlB, C. B. TIm-CobiuI CaaaManra, Norocto.
H. V. A8MINOON,Rad BluN, UI.
XRNE8T TCRKKR, NoUlagliam.Ii.glaud.
JAIOR WARD, Rawrai,New S<iiilh Walrv.
Aad tboaaaada of athrr* In

atrt j

BI^USSE
BROS.
4

tba

part of

1

always keep
“CORPOrsn OXTCKN-IU JIndarf Mloii and Rnatta,"
k tba tlllv of a nrw liror hartal tun bu-.-:-ril ; 4;n,pablbhad
by lira. Markry A Valni, wbl.b pl.r. , ail 'i^ulrm fall la|

faraiallm aa

to

Ik!, rrtea-tal.ln
rnrt

fl.r a*-", t

m

stock the latest styles in Cloths and Trim-

mings and do not spare trouble or expense in fully satisfying
every customer.

and a rvrora

afaovvral haadrod .ur|.rUln<.urea In a »iid*>r.in*» af (hroal.
ataoa-aiaay af tli.ai aflnr . inf aka id«.,rd‘n dla hy oth.r
I

phyalrlax..tl.o “(OBPOIRH OXV(-rX-ll. Or), In aa«
Do.olopmrnt,"an Inlemllngl>ou!< «i' nae bnadrvdpag**
Rotk or tllhrr will bt mrll-J freo to lay adJrtm on apptltatloa.Krad (hr I'rorhart!

STAHKEY

MW

We

AreU Stm

Fine Gents’ Furnishing Goods and

PALEN,

&
t,

I’hthutu.. Pk.

Ml

a

REWARD!

pay the above reward for any case of
liver complaint,dyspepsia,alck headache. Indigestion.constipation or costiveness we caanot
cure with Weal’s Vegetable LIyer Pills, when the
directionsare strictlycomplied with. They are
purely vegetable,sad never fail to give satisfaction. Large boxes containing 80 sugar coated
pills, 25c. For sale by all druggists. Beware of
counterfeitsand Imitations. The geimine manufactured only by JOHN C. WEST & CO., 862 W.
Madison street, Chicago. III.

stock of Hats and Caps.

BH.TTSSE

will

J.

BROS.

ALBERTI, UNDERTAKER,
EIGHTH STREET, HOLLAND, MICH.

A Good House and Lot
For Sale Cheap!
Being desirousof leaving Holland, I
offer my House and Lot on Eleventh
street just enst of the railroad track for
Bale cheap for Cash Money. To a cash
purchaserhere is a good bargain.
Inquire of
MRS. A. MORRISEY,
or at the NrWs
30-2m

have them constantly on hand.

Highest price paid for all
kinds of Furs«

IMPROVED

“J.

M.

HAVANA FILLED
Bkillfnlly

J.

Holland, Mich. Jan. 18,1887.

FLIEMAN.

is

and texture of

SMOKE

and village

also ladies to travel and solicit orders for

Wopn'e Corsets and Corded Corset

made up

The small

office.

also manufacture

LADIES ^WANTED.
la

1

<500

BUGGIES.

Six bottles, $5.

A lady agent

adtlphla Pbatograpbrr.

FIDKLIA M. LTON, Walmi*a. Hawaii, PaadwlthI.Iaafc.
ALEXANDER HITCH 1, In.araote, Raatlaad.
HRS. MANUEL Y, ORTKQA,Kraialllo,Zaralaraa,Krxloa.
MBS. EBHA COOPER. Ctllla.brarl.l. Roadiiraa, Ccatral

1AV7 6

Express Wagons,

$1.

MB. I. C. KNIGHT, Phlladtlpklt.
HR. FRANK SIDDALL, Rrrriont.Philadelphia.
HON. W. W. SCHITLER, Kartoa, Pa.
IDWARD L. WILSON, M3 Broad.aj,N. Yn Id. PbU*.

DRS.

Bruises, Sores, Ulcers, Halt Rheum, Fever
Sores, Tetter, Chapped Hands, Chilblains,
Corns, and all skin eruptions, and positively cures Piles, or no pay required. It is To which I invite the attention of all who desire
guaranteedto give perfect satisfaction,or
Jght and durable wagons.
money refunded. Price 25 cents, per box.
For sale by Yates & Kane, Holland, and
I desire alio to call the attention of all owners of
A. De Kruif, ZcelanjLMlch.
fast horses In this vicinityto the fact that I have
procured the assistance of one of the best horseChronic catarrh usually indicatesa sboers In the west and am now able to do the
finest possible work in that line, both with steel
scrofulouscondition of the system, and or
Iron shoes eitherof hand or machine make. I
should be treated,like chronic ulcers and believe that all should patronize home trade when
eruptions, through the blood. This dis- they can be as well served, and I would ask that
ease has been cured, in hundreds of cases, all give me a good trial before taking their work

by the use of Ayer’s Sarsaparilla.Price

fully

For Sale by Tates & Kane.

I

The beat salve in the world for Cuts,

aCDOI M. P. VROOIAN, <)a'ntmo, Xaa.
MRS. MARY A. LIVERMORE,Melroar, BMMchaaatto.
JCD6I R. 8. YOORHXK9,Era Tork CU;.

cheap as ready-made.

Calltd Slain.

Physiciansprescribe Ayer’s Pills as the
safest and moat perfect cathartic compounded.
Suoklen’iArnica Salve.

Remember that Clothing can be made

DETROIT. RICH.

Zeeland.

Diploma.

CU ABUS W. CC8IIIX0,D. D. Bo.hMt.r,I. T.
MON. WM. FINN NIXON, Editor lalrr-OfMa,Cblcaga, ITL
MV. A. W. MOORE, K4IUr Tb* Caattaary. Uaaartar, 8. C
W. H. WORTHINGTON,Editor Now Sooth, mnalaghaa, AU.

UV.

Friqe 5 Gents.

performed. Funerals In the country wlll be promptlyattendedto
same rate aa thofle In the city. -

SKE-OTJnS.

A.X,Xi SIZES.

‘

at

•

the

